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Our Responsibility
A Message from CSTA President, Dick Filson

Why do we teach evolution in science if teaching it has the

potential to stir up controversy? The simple, direct

answer to this question is that science teachers have an absolute

responsibility to present science with intellectual integrity.

Teaching biological science without full treatment of evolution

and its processes would be akin to teaching chemistry without

the students having any knowledge of the atomic theory and the

processes that combine and divide substances. Students could

memorize the Periodic Table and all the properties of the ele-

ments. They could memorize the formulas for the gas laws, the

pH scale and so on. But students could not be considered func-

tionally literate in chemistry and could not pursue any career

that depended on chemical literacy. Likewise, why should we

expect students to be functionally literate in biology if they don’t

understand evolutionary theory and evolutionary processes?

The fact is students can be nominally literate in biology by

being aware of living things around them, but without a solid

understanding of evolution, students have no intellectual basis for

explaining the significance of living things and their interactions
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with their surroundings. The most quoted evolutionary state-

ment applies here. “Nothing in biology makes sense except in

the light of evolution.” (Theodosius Dobzhansky, 1973). “Seen

in the light of evolution, biology is, perhaps, intellectually the

most satisfying and inspiring science. Without that light it

becomes a pile of sundry facts—some of them interesting or

curious but making no meaningful picture as a whole.”

I took high school biology in 1960. I was a straight-A student

in science. I could memorize and spell all of the names and

classifications of every specimen in the lab. I could memorize

and correctly label all of the structural diagrams in my text. But

I was never exposed to evolution in that course. Nonetheless I

was fascinated by the diversity of life and its curiosities in jars

of formaldehyde. Unfortunately, I knew very little about how

diversity arises. Even genetics was very basic Mendelian stuff.

Our teacher didn’t even know about DNA, much less about the

Watson and Crick model that had been discovered in the fifties.

It wasn’t until I became an undergraduate in zoology at the UC

Davis in 1962 that the great revelations about the true nature of

biology were exposed to me. I remember one day, while walking

back to my dorm, thinking about the zoology lab I had just

done and how everything was beginning to fall into place. I

remember feeling exhilarated and knew I had chosen the right

field. That intellectual stimulus has carried me throughout my

career. The need to know, the satisfaction of understanding and

the power to apply is what it is all about. This opportunity is

what we owe all of our students so that they can reach their full

intellectual potential. Anything less is a failure to meet our

basic obligation.
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Why is Evolution Controversial?

The implication of evolution is the concept of common

descent and the immensity of the time scale for Earth history.

Detractors of evolutionary theory dispute the scientific view

because it would appear to be at odds with some theological

accounts of creation. Naturally, there is a tendency to discredit

the scientific view rather than to accept the possibility that

Biblical accounts are inaccurate or oversimplified. The difficulty

with theological dogma is that if any part of the dogma is faulty,

then it is possible that the entire theology can be questioned.

This, I believe, is why religion is frequently referred to as faith.

Faith is something you have or you don’t. In a theological sense,

it does not require proof or evidence.

A second reason that evolution is controversial has a lot to

do with American values. Americans value freedoms, in particu-

lar the freedom to worship as we please and the freedom from

persecution. In public schools, we have an obligation to educate

everyone, and in doing so there is a tendency to tread lightly on

those freedoms. (One reason for no prayer in school.) Naturally,

there will be students who feel threatened by ideas that are at

odds with their beliefs. If this generates a response from home,

some teachers will back off. But, unfortunately, some teachers

will squash a dissenter with insensitivity or even ridicule.

Teaching dogmatically is not an effective method for science

teaching. The existence of such incidents, although relatively

few, I believe, still provides fuel for those that would have us

either eliminate evolution from the curriculum or would com-

promise our intellectual integrity by teaching something called

“creation science,” which is not science at all.

EVOLUTION and the Nature of Science 5



The Importance of Teaching Evolution

Paul Ehrlich in the 1983 essay, “Why Should We Care About

Evolution?”, put it in a provocative way:

…we live in a world that has evolved, we evolved in it.
An individual who is not at least passingly familiar with the
history and mechanisms of evolution on our planet is out of
touch with fundamental aspects of his or her humanity. It is
a separation from reality that our overcrowded and hard-
pressed species can ill afford.

The California Science Teachers Association is committed to

science literacy for all children. We think that evolution is good

science. This edition of the California Journal of Science

Education is dedicated to promoting the teaching of good science,

specifically evolution. This edition is the second in the series

about evolution. We hope that these selected articles will

enhance your understanding of evolution and its central position

as a unifying theme for biology.

Dick Filson, CSTA President

Dobzhansky, Th., 1973. “Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except in the Light of

Evolution.” American Biology Teacher 35:125-129.

Ehrlich, Paul R., 1983. Why should we care about evolution? Pacific Discovery,

36(2): 11-15.
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Why Teach Evolution?
National Academy of Sciences

Why is it so important to teach evolution? After all, many

questions in biology can be answered without mention-

ing evolution: How do birds fly? How can certain plants grow in

the desert? Why do children resemble their parents? Each of

these questions has an immediate answer involving aerodynamics,

the storage and use of water by plants, or the mechanisms of

heredity. Students ask about such things all the time.

The answers to these questions often raise deeper questions

that are sometimes asked by students: How did things come to be

that way? What is the advantage to birds of flying? How did

desert plants come to differ from others? How did an individual

organism come to have its particular genetic endowment?

Answering questions like these requires a historical context—a

framework of understanding that recognizes change through time.

People who study nature closely have always asked these

kinds of questions. Over time, two observations have proved to

be especially perplexing. The older of these has to do with the

diversity of life: Why are there so many different kinds of plants

and animals? The more we explore the world, the more
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impressed we are with the multiplicity of kinds of organisms. In

the mid-nineteenth century, when Charles Darwin was writing

On the Origin of Species, naturalists recognized several tens of

thousands of different plant and animal species. By the middle of

the twentieth century, biologists had paid more attention to less

conspicuous forms of life, from insects to microorganisms, and

the estimate was up to 1 or 2 million. Since then, investigations

in tropical rain forests—the center of much of the world’s bio-

logical diversity—have multiplied those estimates at least ten-

fold. What process has created this extraordinary variety of life?

The second question involves the inverse of life’s diversity.

How can the similarities among organisms be explained?

Humans have always noticed the similarities among closely

related species, but it gradually became apparent that even dis-

tantly related species share many anatomical and functional

characteristics. The bones in a whale’s front flippers are arranged

in much the same way as the bones in our own arms. As organ-

isms grow from fertilized egg cells into embryos, they pass

through many similar developmental stages. Furthermore, as

paleontologists studied the fossil record, they discovered count-

less extinct species that are clearly related in various ways to

organisms living today.

This question has emerged with even greater force as modern

experimental biology has focused on processes at the cellular and

molecular level. From bacteria to yeast to mice to humans, all

living things use the same biochemical machinery to carry out the

basic processes of life. Many of the proteins that make up cells

and catalyze chemical reactions in the body are virtually identical

across species. Certain human genes that code for proteins differ
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little from the corresponding genes in fruit flies, mice and pri-

mates. All living things use the same biochemical system to pass

genetic information from one generation to another.

From a scientific standpoint, there is one compelling answer

to questions about life’s commonalities. Different kinds of

organisms share so many characteristics of structure and func-

tion because they are related to one another. But how?

Solving the Puzzle

The concept of biological evolution addresses both of these

fundamental questions. It accounts for the relatedness among

organisms by explaining that the

millions of different species of

plants, animals and microorgan-

isms that live on earth today are

related by descent from common

ancestors—like distant cousins.

Organisms in nature typically

produce more offspring than can survive and reproduce given

the constraints of food, space and other resources in the envi-

ronment. These offspring often differ from one another in ways

that are heritable—that is, they can pass on the differences

genetically to their own offspring. If competing offspring have

traits that are advantageous in a given environment, they will

survive and pass on those traits. As differences continue to accu-

mulate over generations, populations of organisms diverge from

their ancestors.

This straightforward process, which is a natural conse-

quence of biologically reproducing organisms competing for

limited resources, is responsible for one of the most magnificent

EVOLUTION and the Nature of Science 9
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chronicles known to science. Over billions of years, it has led

the earliest organisms on earth to diversify into all of the plants,

animals and microorganisms that

exist today. Though humans, fish

and bacteria would seem to be so

different as to defy comparison,

they all share some of the charac-

teristics of their common ancestors.

Evolution also explains the

great diversity of modern species.

Populations of organisms with

characteristics enabling them to

occupy ecological niches not occupied by similar organisms have

a greater chance of surviving. Over time, species have diversified

and have occupied more and more ecological niches to take

advantage of new resources.

Evolution explains something else as well. During the billions

of years that life has been on earth, it has played an increasingly

important role in altering the planet’s physical environment. For

example, the composition of our atmosphere is partly a conse-

quence of living systems. During photosynthesis, which is a

product of evolution, green plants absorb carbon dioxide and

water, produce organic compounds and release oxygen. This

process has created and continues to maintain an atmosphere rich

in oxygen. Living communities also profoundly affect weather

and the movement of water among the oceans, atmosphere and

land. Much of the rainfall in the forests of the western Amazon

basin consists of water that has already made one or more recent

trips through a living plant. In addition, plants and soil microor-

ganisms exert important controls over global temperature by

California Journal of Science Education10
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absorbing or emitting “greenhouse gases” (such as carbon diox-

ide and methane) that increase the earth’s capacity to retain heat.

In short, biological evolution

accounts for three of the most

fundamental features of the

world around us: the similarities

among living things, the diversity

of life, and many features of the

physical world we inhabit.

Explanations of these phenomena

in terms of evolution draw on

results from physics, chemistry,

geology, many areas of biology

and other sciences. Thus, evolution

is the central organizing principle

that biologists use to understand

the world. To teach biology

without explaining evolution

deprives students of a powerful concept that brings great

order and coherence to our understanding of life.

The teaching of evolution also has great practical value for

students. Directly or indirectly, evolutionary biology has made

many contributions to society. Evolution explains why many

human pathogens have been developing resistance to formerly

effective drugs and suggests ways of confronting this increasingly

serious problem. Evolutionary biology has also contributed to

many important agricultural advances by explaining the rela-

tionships among wild and domesticated plants and animals and

their natural enemies. An understanding of evolution has been

essential in finding and using natural resources, such as fossil

EVOLUTION and the Nature of Science 11
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evolution of more structured
eucaryotic cells, which in
turn gave rise to multicellular
plants and animals.
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fuels, and it will be indispensable as human societies strive to

establish sustainable relationships with the natural environment.

Such examples can be multiplied many times. Evolutionary

research is one of the most active fields of biology today, and

discoveries with important practical applications occur on a

regular basis.

Those who oppose the teaching of evolution in public

schools sometimes ask that teachers present “the evidence

against evolution.” However, there is no debate within the sci-

entific community over whether evolution occurred, and there is

no evidence that evolution has not occurred. Some of the details

of how evolution occurs are still being investigated. But scientists

continue to debate only the particular mechanisms that result in

evolution, not the overall accuracy of evolution as the explana-

tion of life’s history.

Evolution and the Nature of Science

Teaching about evolution has another important function.

Because some people see evolution as conflicting with widely held

beliefs, the teaching of evolution offers educators a superb oppor-

tunity to illuminate the nature of science and to differentiate science

from other forms of human endeavor and understanding.

It is important from the outset to understand how the meanings

of certain key words in science differ from the way that those

words are used in everyday life.

Think, for example, of how people usually use the word

“theory.” Someone might refer to an idea and then add, “But

that’s only a theory.” Or someone might preface a remark by

saying, “My theory is . . .” In common usage, theory often

means “guess” or “hunch.”



In science, the word “theory” means something quite different.

It refers to an overarching explanation that has been well sub-

stantiated. Science has many other

powerful theories besides evolu-

tion. Cell theory says that all living

things are composed of cells. The

heliocentric theory says that the

earth revolves around the sun rather

than vice versa. Such concepts are

supported by such abundant

observational and experimental

evidence that they are no longer

questioned in science.

Sometimes scientists them-

selves use the word “theory”

loosely and apply it to tentative

explanations that lack well-estab-

lished evidence. But it is important

to distinguish these casual uses of

the word “theory” with its use to

describe concepts such as evolution

that are supported by overwhelm-

ing evidence. Scientists might

wish that they had a word other

than “theory” to apply to such enduring explanations of the

natural world, but the term is too deeply ingrained in science

to be discarded.

As with all scientific knowledge, a theory can be refined or even

replaced by an alternative theory in light of new and compelling

EVOLUTION and the Nature of Science 13
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TEACHING ABOUT THE

NATURE OF SCIENCE

Fact: In science, an
observation that has been
repeatedly confirmed.

Law: A descriptive general-
ization about how some
aspect of the natural world
behaves under stated
circumstances.

Hypothesis: A testable
statement about the

natural world that can be
used to build more complex
inferences and explanations.

Theory: In science, a well-
substantiated explanation of
some aspect of the natural
world that can incorporate
facts, laws, inferences, and
tested hypotheses.



evidence. For example, the geocentric theory that the sun

revolves around the earth was replaced by the heliocentric theory

of the earth’s rotation on its axis and revolution around the sun.

However, ideas are not referred to as “theories” in science unless

they are supported by bodies of evidence that make their subse-

quent abandonment very unlikely. When a theory is supported

by as much evidence as evolution, it is held with a very high

degree of confidence.

In science, the word “hypothesis” conveys the tentativeness

inherent in the common use of the word “theory.” A hypothesis

is a testable statement about the natural world. Through exper-

iment and observation, hypotheses can be supported or rejected.

As the earliest level of understanding, hypotheses can be used to

construct more complex inferences and explanations.

Like “theory,” the word “fact” has a different meaning in

science than it does in common usage. A scientific fact is an

observation that has been confirmed over and over. However,

observations are gathered by our senses, which can never be

trusted entirely. Observations also can change with better tech-

nologies or with better ways of looking at data. For example, it

was held as a scientific fact for many years that human cells have

24 pairs of chromosomes, until improved techniques of

microscopy revealed that they actually have 23. Ironically, facts in

science often are more susceptible to change than theories—which

is one reason why the word “fact” is not much used in science.

Finally, “laws” in science are typically descriptions of how the

physical world behaves under certain circumstances. For example,

the laws of motion describe how objects move when subjected to

certain forces. These laws can be very useful in supporting

California Journal of Science Education14



hypotheses and theories, but like all elements of science they can

be altered with new information and observations.

Those who oppose the teaching of evolution often say that

evolution should be taught as a “theory, not as a fact.” This

statement confuses the common use of these words with the sci-

entific use. In science, theories do not turn into facts through the

accumulation of evidence. Rather, theories are the end points of

science. They are understandings that develop from extensive

observation, experimentation and creative reflection. They incor-

porate a large body of scientific facts, laws, tested hypotheses and

logical inferences. In this sense, evolution is one of the strongest

and most useful scientific theories we have.

Evolution and Everyday Life

The concept of evolution has an importance in education

that goes beyond its power as a scientific explanation. All of us

live in a world where the pace of change is accelerating. Today’s

children will face more new experiences and different conditions

than their parents or teachers have had to face in their lives.

The story of evolution is one chapter—perhaps the most

important one—in a scientific revolution that has occupied much

of the past four centuries. The central feature of this revolution

has been the abandonment of one notion about stability after

another: that the earth was the center of the universe, that the

world’s living things are unchangeable, that the continents of the

earth are held rigidly in place and so on. Fluidity and change

have become central to our understanding of the world around

us. To accept the probability of change—and to see change as an

agent of opportunity rather than as a threat—is a silent message

and challenge in the lesson of evolution.

EVOLUTION and the Nature of Science 15



Reprinted with permission from Teaching About Evolution and the
Nature of Science. Copyright 1998 by the National Academy of
Sciences. Courtesy of the National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.
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Discovery of a Missing Link

As a zoologist I have discovered many phenomena that can be
rationally explained only as products of evolution, but none so striking
as the ancestor of the ants. Prior to 1967 the fossil record had yielded
no specimens of wasps or other Hymenopterous insects that might be
interpreted as the ancestors of the ants. This hypothetical form was a
missing link of major importance in the study of evolution. We did have
many fossils of ants dating back 50 million years. These were different
species from those existing today, but their bodies still possessed the
basic body form of modern ants. The missing link of ant evolution was
often cited by creationists as evidence against evolution. Other ant spe-
cialists and I were convinced that the linking fossils would be found,
and that most likely they would be associated with the late Mesozoic
era, a time when many dinosaur and other vertebrate bones were fos-
silized but few insects. And that is exactly what happened. In 1967 I
had the pleasure of studying two specimens collected in amber (fos-
silized resin) from New Jersey and dating to the late Mesozoic, about
90 million years ago. They were nearly exact intermediates between
solitary wasps and the highly social modern ants, and so I gave them
the scientific name Sphecomyrma, meaning “wasp ant.” Since that
time many more Sphecomyrma specimens of similar age have been
found in the United States, Canada and Siberia, but none belonging
to the modern type. With each passing year, such fossils and other
kinds of evidence tighten our conception of the evolutionary origin of
this important group of insects.

—Edward O. Wilson



Evolution and the Nature of Science
National Academy of Sciences

Science is a particular way of knowing about the world. In sci-

ence, explanations are restricted to those that can be inferred

from confirmable data—the results obtained through observa-

tions and experiments that can be substantiated by other scientists.

Anything that can be observed or measured is amenable to

scientific investigation. Explanations that cannot be based on

empirical evidence are not a part of science.

The history of life on earth is a fascinating subject that can be

studied through observations made today, and these observations

have led to compelling accounts of how organisms have changed

over time. The best available evidence suggests that life on earth

began more than three and a half billion years ago. For more than

two billion years after that, life was housed in the bodies of many

kinds of tiny, single-celled organisms, some of which produced

the oxygen that now makes up more than a fifth of the earth’s

atmosphere. Less than a billion years ago, much more complex

organisms appeared. By about half a billion years ago, evolution

had resulted in a wide variety of multicellular animals and plants

17



living in the sea that are the clear ancestors of many of the major

types of organisms that continue to live to this day. Somewhat

more than 400 million years ago, some marine plants and animals

began one of the greatest of all innovations in evolution; they

invaded dry land. For our own phylum, the Chordata, this move

away from the nurturing sea led to the appearance of amphib-

ians, reptiles, birds and mammals, the latter including, of course,

our own species, Homo sapiens.

This article looks at how science works in the context of our

overall understanding of how biological evolution occurred. It

begins, however, by discussing another scientific development

that challenged long-held understandings and beliefs: the dis-

covery of heliocentricism.

Heliocentricism and the Nature of Science

Surely one of the first major natural phenomena to be under-

stood was the cause of night and day. Some of the earliest

surviving human records left on clay tablets relate to the move-

ments of the sun and other celestial bodies. The obvious cause of

day and night is the rising and setting of the sun. This is an

observation that can be made today by anyone and, seemingly,

requires no further explanation.

Archaeological evidence and early records make it clear that

our ancestors realized that not only does the sun appear to rise

and set, but so do the moon and stars. The movements of the

moon and stars, however, are not precisely synchronized with

those of the sun. The moon is slower by about one hour per day.

The stars remain almost the same on successive nights, but

slowly it becomes obvious that they, too, are slowed in their

movements compared to the sun. Thus, the stars of summer are

California Journal of Science Education18



different from those visible in the winter. In fact, it takes a full

year for the stars to return to their previous position, an interval

of time that defines our year.

The ancient observers realized that not all stars move in

unison. Although most move in majestic unity, a few others are

“wanderers,” appearing now with

one group of stars and a week

later somewhere else. The majority

were called “fixed stars,” the wan-

derers were called “planets.”

During the late Middle Ages,

and especially in the Renaissance,

beautiful brass models known as

orreries were made to show the rel-

ative positions and movements of

the sun, planets and moon as they

circled the earth. As the center of the universe, the earth was a

sphere in the center of the orrery. The other celestial bodies were

positioned on rings of metal, each moving by clockwork at its own

rate. The fixed stars required a simple solution: they could be con-

sidered stuck in an outermost shell, also moved by clockwork.

The problem with orreries—and with the theories of the cos-

mos then prevailing—was that they had to become successively

more complex as more became known. Careful observations of

the movements of the stars and planets greatly complicated the

hypotheses used to account for those movements. This growing

complexity stimulated some of the leading astronomers of the

16th and 17th centuries, including Copernicus, Kepler and

Galileo, to make even more precise observations of the

EVOLUTION and the Nature of Science 19

Nicolaus Copernicus,
Johannes Kepler, Galileo
Galilei, and Isaac Newton
led the way to a new under-
standing of the relationship
between the earth and the
sun and initiated an age of
scientific progress that
continues today.



movements of the heavenly bodies. Astronomers used these

measurements to demonstrate that the age-old human explana-

tions of the heavens were incomplete. In the process, they

replaced a complex and confusing explanation with a simple

one: the sun, rather than the earth, is at the center of a “solar

system,” and the earth revolves around it. That simple step, a

bold departure from past thinking due mainly to the insights of

Copernicus (1473 to 1543), dramatically changed the picture

of the then known universe.

This concept of heliocentricism initially ran counter to the

positions of religious authorities. The view of Christianity over

most of its history, based on a literal interpretation of the Bible,

was that the earth is the center of the universe around which the

celestial bodies revolve. Copernicus dedicated his book describing

the theory of heliocentricism, De revolutionibus orbium

coelestium, to Pope Paul III and promptly died. That saved him

the troubles that were to beset Galileo (1564 to 1642), whose

astronomical observations confirmed the views of Copernicus.

Galileo was told to abandon his beliefs, and he later was tried by

the Inquisition and sentenced to the equivalent of house arrest.

The Church held that his views were dangerous to faith.

Continued study and ever more careful measurements of the

movements of the planets and sun continued to support the

heliocentric hypothesis. Then, in the latter half of the 17th cen-

tury, Isaac Newton (1642 to 1727) showed that the force of

gravity, as measured on the earth, could account for the move-

ments of the planets given the laws of motion that Newton

derived. As a result of the steady accumulation of evidence, the

theological interpretation of celestial movements gave way to the

naturalistic explanation, and it is now accepted that night and
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day are the consequences of the rotation of the earth on its axis.

Today, we can see for ourselves the rotation of the earth from

satellites orbiting the planet.

Like biological evolution, the theory of heliocentricism

brought order and new understanding to an otherwise chaotic

and confusing aspect of nature. It also had great practical appli-

cations, in that the exploration of the world by European sea-

farers used the more accurate understanding of celestial

mechanics to assist in navigation.

Looking at the night sky remains a powerful experience. But

that experience is now informed not only by the beauty and

majesty of the heavens, but by a deeper understanding of nature

and by an appreciation of the power of the human intellect.

This triumph of the human mind says a great deal about the

nature of science. First, science is not the same as common

sense. Common sense indicates that the sun does rise and set.

Nevertheless, there can be other explanations of that phenome-

non, and one of them, the rotation of the earth on its axis, is

responsible for day and night. A concept based on observation

proved to need extensive modification as new observations

accumulated.

Second, the statements of science should never be accepted as

“final truth.” Instead, over time they generally form a sequence

of increasingly more accurate statements. Nevertheless, in the

case of heliocentricism as in evolution, the data are so convincing

that the accuracy of the theory is no longer questioned in science.

Third, scientific progress depends on individuals, but the

contributions of one individual could be made by others. If

Copernicus had kept his ideas to himself, the discovery of helio-

centricism would have been postponed, but it would not have



been blocked, since other astronomers eventually would have

come to the same conclusion. Similarly, had Darwin and Wallace

not published their hypotheses, the concept of biological evolution

would nevertheless have emerged as the accepted explanation for

the history of life on earth. The same cannot be said in other areas

of human endeavor; for example, had Shakespeare never pub-

lished, we would most assuredly never have had his plays. The

publications of scientists, unlike those of playwrights, are a

means to an end; they are not the end itself.

Science Requires Careful Description

What are the scientific methods that have led to our current

understanding of the history of life over vast eons of time? They

begin with careful descriptions of the material being studied.

The material for the study of biological evolution is life itself.

One basic aspect of life is that individuals can be grouped as

similar kinds, or species. Another important observation is that

many species seem to be closely related to each other. The scien-

tific classification of species and their arrangement into groups

began with the publication in 1758 of Systema Naturae, or system

of nature, by the Swedish naturalist Carolus Linnaeus (1707 to

1778). For example, Linnaeus knew seven dog-like species, and

he gave each a double name. Subsequently many more species

were discovered and some of the names were changed—and

continue to be changed as more information is obtained. The

domestic dog is Canis familiaris; the coyote of North America is

Canis latrans, the Australian dingo is Canis dingo, and the wolf

of the northern hemisphere is Canis lupus. Thus Canis is the

name of the genus of dog-like animals, and the distinctive second

name is the species name.
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Generations of scientists have discovered new species,

described them and arranged them into the system first suggested

by Linnaeus. Whereas Linnaeus recognized about 9,000 species,

systematists now have recognized about 1.5 million. The task of

categorizing and describing species is still far from complete.

Most species of smaller invertebrates, and many bacteria and

other microscopic organisms, remain to be discovered. The plant

kingdom is also incompletely known. Though the flowering

plants of many areas, such as Europe and North America, are

fairly well described, many other regions have not been nearly as

well explored by botanists. 

Recent investigations in the exceptionally diverse rainforests

of South America have caused biologists to raise their estimates

of the number of undescribed species. For example, a very high

proportion of insects collected from the forest canopy are “new”

species to science. It is now believed that the number of different

species of plants and animals in the world may be ten million, or

even more.

The scientific methods used in classifying organisms have

been greatly improved over time. The process begins with the

intensive field work in which the animals, plants and microor-

ganisms are collected and carefully examined. Most will be

known to a specialist, but there might be some unusual examples.

However, none is likely to be a complete stranger, since the

specialist will probably recognize that any puzzling specimen is

similar to some familiar species. Next the specialist must check all

that has been published on the group of organisms that contains

the similar species. If, after an exhaustive search, there is no

record of a described species that corresponds to the one being

examined, the specimen is probably a new species. The specialist
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will then prepare a careful description of the new species and

publish it in a scientific journal. There is a permanent reward for

being the describer of a new species: thereafter monographs that

deal with the classification of the group to which the new species

belongs will add the describer’s name at the end of the scientific

name. Thus, for example, “Homo sapiens Linnaeus” is our own

proper identification, because Linnaeus was the first to give us

our scientific name. 

This example makes it clear that not all scientific data are

derived as the result of experimentation. The conventional clas-

sification of species into seemingly natural groups involved the

careful observation of a variety of

different species, followed by the

use of selected characteristics in

an attempt to define groups of

species thought to be related. But

the groupings are not always

obvious. For example, it might

have seemed reasonable to classify bats with birds, since the

most conspicuous characteristic of each is the ability to fly.

But bats are mammals. Like all mammals, their bodies are

covered with hair, and their young are born alive (instead of

hatching from eggs) and are nourished by milk from the mother’s

mammary glands.

Although most of the species we know today were described

after the time of Linnaeus, we continue to use his basic system of

hierarchical classification. For example, similar genera are united

in families, similar families in orders, similar orders in classes,

and similar classes in phyla. The dog-like species listed above (the

genus Canis), plus a number of similar but more distant dog-like
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animals, are grouped as the family Canidae. This family plus the

families of cats, bears, seals and weasels form the order

Carnivora. The carnivores and all other animals with hair are

combined as the class Mammalia. Mammals are combined with

the birds, reptiles, amphibians, fishes, plus some small marine

animals in the phylum Chordata. Today, many systematists group

organisms according to a system known as cladistics. By deter-

mining which traits of a species evolved earlier and which evolved

later, this system seeks to classify organisms according to their

evolutionary history.

Science as Explanation

In the quest for understanding, science involves a great deal

of careful observation that eventually produces an elaborate

written description of the natural world. This description is com-

municated to scientists in scientific journals or at scientific meet-

ings, so that others can build on pre-existing work. In this way,

the accuracy and sophistication of the description tends to

increase with time, as subsequent generations of scientists correct

and extend the observations of their predecessors. Because the

total sum of scientific knowledge increases relentlessly, scientific

progress is something that all scientists take for granted.

But science is not just description. Even as observations are

being made, the human mind attempts to sort, or organize, the

observations in a way that reveals some underlying order in the

objects or phenomena being observed. This sorting process,

which involves a great deal of trial and error, seems to be driven

by a fundamental human urge to make sense of our world.

The sorting process also suggests new observations that

might otherwise not be made. For example, the suggestion that
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bats should be grouped with mammals led to an intensified

examination of the similarities between bats and rodents, first at

the anatomical level and later with respect to the genes and

protein molecules that form their cells. In this case, new evidence

was obtained that confirmed the suggested relationship. In other

cases, the further observations inspired by a tentative grouping

have caused the rejection of a new idea.

The realization that species can be arranged in a hierarchy of

groups of seemingly similar forms raised an obvious question:

What accounts for the relatedness of different groups of organ-

isms? The mechanism that was proposed by Darwin directly

addressed this question. It suggested that all animals classified as

belonging to the same group had a common ancestor species.

That is, dogs, wolves, coyotes and all members of the genus

Canis are descended from a common ancestor species that lived

in the remote past. In a similar manner all species in a family, an

order, a class or a phylum share a common inheritance.

How could one possibly test such a hypothesis? In the

decades before Darwin proposed his hypothesis, geologists

realized that the sedimentary rocks of the earth’s crust contain a

running diary of earth’s history. This record of past events comes

about because the earth’s crust is in a constant state of change.

This observation might not be obvious in the lifetime of an indi-

vidual, but it is dramatic over thousands of years. Relatively flat

surfaces are uplifted to form mountains, and then the mountains

slowly erode to form flatlands. Storms produce powerful waves

that erode cliffs at the seashore. These phenomena have the

common feature of moving solid materials, and the subsequent

settling out of these materials makes possible the formation of a

special form of rock that contains a record of the earth’s past.
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Consider the case of a river with a source in the mountains.

As the water moves downstream, it erodes the slopes of the

mountains. Tiny grains produced

by the erosion, called silt, are rel-

atively easy to move. When the

river reaches the flatlands, a lake

or the ocean, the solid material

being carried by the water is

deposited, often reaching great

thicknesses over long periods of

time. Then the pressure of the

sediments on top can cause the

sediments beneath to harden into

“sedimentary rocks.”

The river may carry things other than silt, sand and rocks.

Hard structures of organisms such as the bones and teeth of

animals may be carried along as well. These, too, will be

deposited with the silt, sand and rocks. Under certain circum-

stances, these remains of organisms undergo a chemical change

in which the original material is replaced by molecules that

form stone. In this way, the organic remains of living things are

fossilized (changed into stone), creating the evidence of ancient

life studied by scientists.

Because of the order in which the sediments are deposited,

the most recent layer of rocks normally will be on top and the

oldest layer will be on the bottom (though sometimes sediments

are flipped upside down by the geologic folding of rock layers).

Also, the fossils in each layer usually will be of those organisms

that lived at the time the layer was formed. Thus, the fossils in
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the lower layers will represent species that lived earlier than

those found in the upper layers.

The relative position of fossils tells only which are older and

which younger. One can estimate the difference in the ages of the

two fossils by noting the thickness of the rock that separates

them. If the difference is only one foot, one might guess the

interval of time is less than if two fossils are separated by 50 feet

of rock layers. Today, however, far more accurate methods of dat-

ing fossils are available, as described below. Because these meth-

ods are based on the known rates of radioactive decay, they pro-

vide valuable measures of absolute time.

The scientific study of fossils is called paleontology, and the

methods used for their identification and classification are similar

to those used for living species. But in some respects the task of

the paleontologist is far more difficult. Many species lack hard

parts such as bones and shells, and such organisms almost always

decay without becoming fossilized. This is the case for many

groups of soft-bodied invertebrates, such as worms of many

kinds, jellyfish and protozoans. Even for such species as mammals,

birds, reptiles and amphibians, death is usually followed by the

skeleton being dismembered and the bones scattered. For this

reason, whereas isolated bones are often fossilized, it is excep-

tionally rare for an intact skeleton to be found.

Tiny fossils first reveal the existence of bacteria 3.5 to 3.8

billion years ago, and animals composed of more than a single

cell are known from about 670 million years ago. But the organ-

isms that lived between these two dates lacked hard parts and,

hence, were rarely preserved as fossils. Then, about 570 million

years ago, a dramatic change took place. At the beginning of the
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Cambrian period, animals evolved that had calcified shells and

other types of body coverings that had a far better chance of

becoming fossilized. These fossils

demonstrate that Cambrian seas

were populated with a variety of

invertebrates. The earliest verte-

brate fossils date from about 500

million years ago. Thereafter early

amphibians and reptiles appeared.

Birds and mammals appear in the

fossil record only about 200 mil-

lion years ago, while dinosaurs

first appear about 225 million

years ago and disappear suddenly

about 160 million years later.

In the 1830s, when Darwin began his studies, the essential

features of the fossil record were known (although absolute

dates had not yet been determined). Many thousands of living

species had been described, and it was clearly recognized that

they could be organized into various groups, suggesting that they

are somehow relatives. In addition, analysis of the fossil record

revealed that the organisms on the ancient earth had undergone

major changes over time, with whole groups of animals appearing,

persisting for long periods of time and then disappearing.

Darwin was an unusually keen observer. But he was not

content to catalogue facts and observations. Instead, the natural

world to him was a gigantic, very challenging puzzle that demand-

ed an explanation for its otherwise bewildering complexity. Why

are different organisms so similar? Why has there been a succes-

sion of different kinds of species throughout geologic time?

Before the start of the
Cambrian period about 550
million years ago, multicel-
lular organisms lacked hard
parts like shells and bones and
rarely left fossils. However, a
few pre-Cambrian organisms
left traces of their existence.
Some ancient rocks contain
stromatolites, the remnants of
bacteria that grew in columns
like stacked pancakes.
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Certain observations seemed particularly important.

For example:

1) In South America, the only continent where living
armadillos were found, Darwin discovered fossil evidence
for the prior existence of ancient species that had many of
the unique features of living armadillos, yet were clearly dif-
ferent. Such fossils were found nowhere else in the world.
Why were both living and ancient armadillo-like species con-
fined to the same geographical region?

2) On the Galapagos Islands, 600 miles off the coast of
Ecuador, Darwin observed many distinct living species of birds
and reptiles that closely resembled each other yet were dif-
ferent on each tiny island. Why, for example, should the beak
size of the mockingbirds on one island be different from that
of a closely related mockingbird on an island only 30 miles
away? And why were the various types of animals on these
islands related, but distinct from, the animals in Ecuador,
whereas those on the otherwise very similar islands off the
coast of Africa were related to the animals in Africa instead?

Darwin could not see how these observations could be

explained by the prevailing view of his time: that each species had

been independently created, with the species that were best suited

to each location on the earth being created at each particular site.

It looked instead as though species could evolve from one into

another over time, with each being confined to the particular

geographical region where its ancestors happened to be, particu-

larly if isolated by major barriers to migration, such as vast

expanses of ocean.

But how could one species turn into another over the course

of time? In constructing his hypothesis of how this occurred,
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Dating the Earth

One of the greatest scientific triumphs of the last two centuries has
been the discovery of the vast expanse of geologic time. Early methods
of calculating the age of the earth relied on measures of the rate of sed-
imentation or the cooling of the earth from an initially molten state. The
relative ages of rocks also were calculated early in the 1800s by noting
what kinds of fossils the rocks contained. But the absolute age of the
earth and the timing of many events in geologic history required the
discovery late in the 19th century of a previously unknown phenome-
non: radioactivity.

Some elements, such as uranium, undergo radioactive decay to
produce other elements. By measuring the quantities of radioactive ele-
ments and the elements into which they decay in rocks, geologists can
determine how much time has elapsed since the rock cooled from an
initially molten state. For example, the oldest known rocks are found in
Greenland and date from about 3.8 billion years ago. Scientists
believe the earth’s age to be about 4.6 billion years because mete-
orites and rocks of the moon—both of which formed about the same
time as the earth—date from this time. Radiometric dating also shows
that the period of earth’s history during which large fossils can be read-
ily found in rocks began only about 570 million years ago.

Radiometric dating draws on information and insights from many
areas of science. For example, it requires that the rate of radioactive
decay is constant over time and is not influenced by such factors as
temperature or pressure, conclusions supported by extensive research
in physics. It also assumes that the rocks being analyzed have not
been altered over time by the migration of atoms into or out of the
rocks, which requires detailed information from both the geologic and
chemical sciences.



Darwin was struck by several other observations that he and

others before him had made.

1) People who bred domesticated animals and plants for
commercial or recreational use had found and exploited a
great deal of variation among the progeny of their crosses.
Pigeon breeders, for example, had observed wide differences
in colors, beaks, necks, feet and tails of the offspring from a
single mating pair. They routinely enhanced their stocks for
desired traits, for example, selectively breeding those animals
that shared a particular type of beak. Through such artifi-
cial selection, pigeon fanciers had been able to create many
different-looking pigeons, known as breeds. A similar type
of artificial selection for mating pairs of dogs had likewise
created the whole variety of shapes and sizes of these common
pets, ranging from a Great Dane to a dachshund.

2) Animals living in the wild can face a tremendous struggle
for survival. For some birds, for example, fewer than one in
100 animals born in one year will survive over a harsh winter
into a second year. Those with characteristics best suited for
a particular environment—for example, those individual
birds who are best able to find scarce food in the winter
while avoiding becoming food for a larger animal—tend to
have better chances of surviving. Darwin called this process
natural selection to distinguish it from the artificial selection
used by dog and pigeon breeders to determine which animals
to mate to produce offspring.

At least 20 years elapsed between the time that Darwin con-

ceived of descent with modification and 1859, the year that he

revealed his ideas to the world in On the Origin of Species.

Throughout these 20 years, Darwin did what scientists today do:

he tested his ideas of how things work with new observations
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and experiments. In part, he did this by thinking up every pos-

sible objection he could to his own hypothesis. For each such

argument, Darwin tried to find an observation made by others,

make an observation, or do an experiment of his own that might

imply that his ideas were in fact not valid. When he could suc-

cessfully counter such objections, he strengthened his theory. For

example, Darwin’s ideas readily explained why distant oceanic

islands were generally devoid of terrestrial mammals, except for

flying bats. But how could the land snails, so common on such

islands, have traversed the hundreds of miles of open ocean that

separate the islands from the mainland where the snails first

evolved? By floating snails on salt-water for prolonged periods,

Darwin convinced himself that, on rare occasions in the past,

snails might in fact have “floated in chunks of drifted timber

across moderately wide arms of the sea.”

This example shows how a hypothesis can drive a scientist to

do experiments that would otherwise not be done. Prior to

Darwin, the existence of land snails and bats, but not typical ter-

restrial mammals, on the oceanic islands was simply noted and

catalogued as a fact. It is unlikely that anyone would have

thought to test the snails for their ability to survive for prolonged

periods in salt water. Even if they had, such an experiment would

have had little meaning or impact.

By publishing his ideas, Darwin subjected his hypothesis to

the tests of others. This process of public scrutiny is an essential

part of science. It works to eliminate individual bias and subjec-

tivity, because others must also be able to determine whether a

proposed explanation is consistent with the available evidence. It

also leads to further observations or to experiments designed to

test hypotheses, which has the effect of advancing science.
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Many of the hypotheses advanced by scientists turn out to be

incorrect when tested by further observations or experiments.

But skillful scientists like Darwin tend to have good ideas that

end up increasing the amount of knowledge in the world. For

this reason, the ideas of scientists have been, over the long run,

central to much of human progress.

Science as Cumulative Knowledge

At the time of Darwin, there were many unsolved puzzles,

including missing links in the fossil record between major groups

of animals. Guided by the central idea of evolution, thousands of

scientists have spent their lives searching for evidence that either

supports or conflicts with the idea.

For example, since Darwin’s time,

paleontologists have discovered

many ancient organisms that

connect major groups, such as

Archaeopteryx, between ancient

reptiles and birds, and Ichthyostega,

between ancient fish and amphib-

ians. By now, so much evidence

has been found that supports the

fundamental idea of biological

evolution that its occurrence is no

longer questioned in science.

Even more striking has been the information obtained during

the 20th century from studies on the molecular basis of life. The

theory of evolution implies that each organism should contain

detailed molecular evidence of its relative place in the hierarchy

of living things. This evidence can be found in the DNA

The ability to analyze
individual biological mole-
cules has added great detail
to biologists’ understanding
of the tree of life. For
example, molecular analyses
indicate that all living things
fall into three domains—the
Bacteria, Archaea and
Eucarya—related by descent
from a common ancestor.
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Continental Drift and Plate Tectonics:
A Scientific Revolution of the Past 50 Years

The theory of plate tectonics demonstrates that revolutions in science
are not just a thing of the past, thus suggesting that more revolutions
can be expected in the future.

World maps have long indicated a curious “jigsaw puzzle fit” of the
continents. This is especially apparent between the facing coastlines of
South America and Africa. Alfred Wegener (1880 to 1930), a German
meteorologist who was dissatisfied with explanations that relied on
expanding and contracting crust to account for mountain building and
the formation of the ocean floor, pursued other lines of reasoning.
Wegener suggested that all of earth’s continents used to be assembled
in a single ancient super-continent he called Pangea. He hypothesized
that Pangea began to break up approximately 200 million years ago,
with South America and Africa slowly drifting apart to their present posi-
tions, leaving the southern Atlantic Ocean between them. This was an
astonishing hypothesis: Could huge continents really move?

Wegener cited both geological and biological evidence in support
of his explanation. Similar plant and animal fossils are found in rock
layers more than 200 million years old in those regions where he
claimed that different continents were once aligned. Wegener attrib-
uted this to the migration of plants and animals freely throughout these
broad regions. If 200 million years ago Africa and South America had
been separated by the Atlantic Ocean as they are today, their climates,
environments, and life forms should have been very different from each
other—but they were not.

Despite Wegener’s use of evidence and logic to develop his expla-
nations, other scientists found it difficult to imagine how solid, brittle
continents could plow through the equally solid and brittle rock mate-
rial of the ocean floor. Wegener did not have an explanation for how
the continents moved. Since there was no plausible mechanism for con-
tinental drift, the idea did not take hold. The hypothesis of continental
drift was equivalent to the hypothesis of evolution in the decades
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before Darwin, when evolution lacked the idea of variation followed
by natural selection as an explanatory mechanism.

The argument essentially lay dormant until improved technologies
allowed scientists to gather previously unobtainable data. From the mid-
1950s through the early 1970s, new evidence for a mechanism to
explain continental drift became available that the scientific community
could accept. Sonar mapping of the ocean floor revealed the presence
of a winding, continuous ridge system around the globe. These ridges
were places where molten material was welling up from the earth’s
interior and pushing apart the plates that form the earth’s surface.

In a relatively short time, these new observations, measurements
and interpretations provoked a complete shift in the thinking of the sci-
entific community.

Geologists now accept the idea that the surface of the earth is
broken up into about a dozen large pieces, as well as a number of
smaller ones, called tectonic plates.

On a time scale of millions of years, these plates shift about on the
planet’s surface, changing the relative positions of the continents. The
plate tectonic model provides explanations that are widely accepted
for the evolution of crustal features such as folded mountain chains,
zones of active volcanoes and earthquakes and deep ocean floor
trenches. Direct measurements using the satellite-based global posi-
tioning system (GPS) to measure absolute longitude and latitude verify
that the plates collide, move apart and slide past one another in different
areas along their adjacent boundaries at speeds comparable to the
growth rate of a human fingernail.

 



sequences of living organisms. Before a cell can divide to produce

two daughter cells, it must make a new copy of its DNA. 

In copying its DNA nucleotides, however, cells inevitably

make a small number of mistakes. For this reason, a few

nucleotides are changed through random error each time that a

cell divides. (For example, an A in the DNA sequence of a gene

in a chromosome may be replaced with a G in the new copy

made as the cell divides.) Therefore, the larger number of cell

divisions that have elapsed between the time that two organisms

diverged from their common ancestor, the more differences there

will be in their DNA sequences due to chance errors.

This molecular divergence allows researchers to track evolu-

tionary events by sequencing the DNA of different organisms.

For example, the lineage that led to humans and to chimpanzees

diverged about 5 million years ago, whereas one needs to look

back in time about 80 million years to find the last common

ancestor shared by mice and humans. As a result, there is a much

smaller difference between human and chimpanzee DNA than

between human (or chimpanzee) and mouse DNA. In fact, scien-

tists today routinely use the differences they can measure

between the DNA sequences of organisms as “molecular clocks”

to decipher the relationships between living things.

The same comparisons among organisms can be made

using the proteins encoded by DNA. For example, every living

cell uses a protein called cytochrome c in its energy metabolism.

The cytochrome c proteins from humans and chimpanzees are

identical. But there is only an 86 percent overlap in the mole-

cules between humans and rattlesnakes and only a 58 percent

overlap between us and brewer’s yeast. This is explained by the
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evolutionary proposition that we shared a common ancestor

with chimps relatively recently, whereas the common ancestor

that we, as vertebrates, shared

with rattlesnakes is much more

ancient. Still farther in the past,

we and yeast shared a common

ancestor, and the molecular data

reflect this pattern.

In the past few decades, new

methods have been developed that

are allowing us to obtain the exact

sequence of all of the DNA

nucleotides in chromosomes. The

Human Genome Project, for exam-

ple, will produce when completed

the entire sequence of the 3 billion

nucleotides that make up our

genetic inheritance. The complete

sequence of the yeast genome (12

million nucleotides) is already

known, as are the genomes for numerous species of bacteria

(from 0.5 to 5 million nucleotides each, depending on the

species). Similar sequencing efforts will soon yield the complete

sequences for hundreds of bacteria and other organisms with

small genomes.

These molecular studies are powerful evidence for evolution.

The exact order of the genes on our chromosomes can be used

to predict the order on monkey or even mouse chromosomes,

since long stretches of the chromosomes of mammalian species
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Organisms ranging from
yeast to humans use an
enzyme known as
cytochrome C to produce
high-energy molecules as part
of their metabolism. The gene
that codes for cytochrome C
gradually has changed over
the course of evolution. The
greater the differences in the
DNA bases that code for the
enzyme, the longer the time
since two organisms shared a
common ancestor. This DNA
evidence for evolution has
confirmed evolutionary rela-
tionships derived from other
observations.



are so similar. Even the parts of our DNA that do not code for

proteins and at this point have no known function are similar to

the comparable parts of DNA in related organisms.

The confirmation of Darwin’s ideas about “descent with

modification” by this recent molecular evidence has been one of

the most exciting developments in biology in this century. In fact,

as the chromosomes of more and more organisms are sequenced

over the next few decades, these data will be used to reconstruct

much of the missing history of life on earth, thereby compensating

for many of the gaps that still remain in the fossil record.

Conclusion

One goal of science is to understand nature. “Understanding”

in science means relating one natural phenomenon to another and

recognizing the causes and effects of phenomena. Thus, scientists

develop explanations for the changing of the seasons, the move-

ments of heavenly bodies, the structure of matter, the shaping of

mountains and valleys, the changes in the positions of continents

over time, and the diversity of living things.

The statements of science must invoke only natural things

and processes. The statements of science are those that emerge

from the application of human intelligence to data obtained from

observation and experiment. These fundamental characteristics

of science have demonstrated remarkable power in allowing us to

describe the natural world accurately and to identify the under-

lying causes of natural phenomena. This understanding has great

practical value, in part because it allows us to better predict

future events that rely on natural processes.

Progress in science consists of the development of better

explanations for the causes of natural phenomena. Scientists can
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never be sure that a given explanation is complete and final. Yet

many scientific explanations have been so thoroughly tested and

confirmed that they are held with great confidence.

The theory of evolution is one of these explanations. An

enormous amount of scientific investigation has converted what

was initially a hypothesis into a theory that is no longer ques-

tioned in science. At the same time, evolution remains an

extremely active field of research, with an abundance of new

discoveries that are continually increasing our understanding of

exactly how the evolution of living organisms actually occurred.

Reprinted with permission from Teaching About Evolution and the
Nature of Science. Copyright 1998 by the National Academy of
Sciences. Courtesy of the National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.
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A Chemical Distress Signal

J. H. Tumlinson and colleagues at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Research Service Laboratories in Gainesville, Florida,
have explored a fascinating case that illustrates the intricacy of many
ecological relationships. Cotton plants, like many other crops, are
attacked by caterpillars. One destructive cotton pest, the army worm,
produces a complex series of reactions when it feeds on the plant, a
reaction that involves the caterpillar itself, the tissues of the plant and
a third participant, a wasp that preys on the caterpillar. When the
caterpillar chews on the cotton plant leaf, a reaction occurs that caus-
es the plant to synthesize and release a class of volatile chemicals that
escape into the air and travel rapidly downwind. The chemicals are
detected by wasps, who follow the scent and are able to find the cater-
pillars and deposit eggs within them. The eggs hatch, and the wasp
larvae destroy the caterpillar. This complex case of “chemical ecology”
required a series of linked coevolutionary events: the response of the
plant to a special signal from its predator, and the response of the
wasp to a special signal from the host of its prey.

 





The Evolution of Life on the Earth
by Stephen Jay Gould
A Scientific American article

The history of life is not necessarily progressive; it is certainly

not predictable. The earth’s creatures have evolved through a

series of contingent and fortuitous events. 

Some creators announce their inventions with grand éclat. God

proclaimed, “Fiat lux,” and then flooded his new universe

with brightness. Others bring forth great discoveries in a modest

guise, as did Charles Darwin in defining his new mechanism of

evolutionary causality in 1859: “I have called this principle, by

which each slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by the term

Natural Selection.”

Natural selection is an immensely powerful yet beautifully

simple theory that has held up remarkably well, under intense

and unrelenting scrutiny and testing, for 135 years. In essence,

natural selection locates the mechanism of evolutionary change

in a “struggle” among organisms for reproductive success, leading

to improved fit of populations to changing environments.

(Struggle is often a metaphorical description and need not be
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viewed as overt combat, guns blazing. Tactics for reproductive

success include a variety of non-martial activities such as earlier

and more frequent mating or better cooperation with partners in

raising offspring.) Natural selection

is therefore a principle of local

adaptation, not of general advance

or progress.

Yet powerful though the prin-

ciple may be, natural selection is

not the only cause of evolutionary

change (and may, in many cases, be

overshadowed by other forces).

This point needs emphasis because

the standard misapplication of

evolutionary theory assumes that

biological explanation may be

equated with devising accounts,

often speculative and conjectural

in practice, about the adaptive

value of any given feature in its

original environment (human

aggression as good for hunting,

music and religion as good for tribal

cohesion, for example). Darwin himself strongly emphasized

the multifactorial nature of evolutionary change and warned

against too exclusive a reliance on natural selection, by placing

the following statement in a maximally conspicuous place at

the very end of his introduction: “I am convinced that Natural

Selection has been the most important, but not the exclusive,

means of modification.” 
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Slab containing specimens of
Pteridinium from Namibia
shows a prominent organism
from the earth’s first multi-
cellular fauna, called
Ediacaran, which appeared
some 600 million years ago.
The Ediacaran animals died
out before the Cambrian
explosion of modern life.
These thin, quilted, sheetlike
organisms may be ancestral
to some modern forms but
may also represent a sepa-
rate and ultimately failed
experiment in multicellular
life. The history of life tends
to move in quick and quirky
episodes, rather than by
gradual improvement.
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Natural selection is not fully sufficient to explain evolutionary

change for two major reasons. First, many other causes are pow-

erful, particularly at levels of biological organization both above

and below the traditional Darwinian focus on organisms and

their struggles for reproductive success. At the lowest level of

substitution in individual base pairs of DNA, change is often

effectively neutral and therefore random. At higher levels,

involving entire species or faunas, punctuated equilibrium can

produce evolutionary trends by selection of species based on

their rates of origin and extirpation, whereas mass extinctions

wipe out substantial parts of biotas for reasons unrelated to

adaptive struggles of constituent species in “normal” times

between such events.

Second, and the focus of this article, no matter how adequate

our general theory of evolutionary change, we also yearn to doc-

ument and understand the actual pathway of life’s history.

Theory, of course, is relevant to explaining the pathway (nothing

about the pathway can be inconsistent with good theory, and

theory can predict certain general aspects of life’s geologic pattern).

But the actual pathway is strongly underdetermined by our

general theory of life’s evolution. This point needs some bela-

boring as a central yet widely misunderstood aspect of the

world’s complexity. Webs and chains of historical events are so

intricate, so imbued with random and chaotic elements, so unre-

peatable in encompassing such a multitude of unique (and

uniquely interacting) objects, that standard models of simple

prediction and replication do not apply. History can be

explained, with satisfying rigor if evidence be adequate, after a

sequence of events unfolds, but it cannot be predicted with any

precision beforehand. Pierre-Simon Laplace, echoing the growing

 



and confident determinism of the late 18th century, once said

that he could specify all future states if he could know the position

and motion of all particles in the cosmos at any moment, but the

nature of universal complexity shatters this chimerical dream.

History includes too much chaos, or extremely sensitive

dependence on minute and unmeasurable differences in initial

conditions, leading to massively divergent outcomes based on

tiny and unknowable disparities in starting points.

And history includes too much contingency, or shaping of

present results by long chains of unpredictable antecedent states,

rather than immediate determination by timeless laws of nature. 

Homo sapiens did not appear on the earth, just a geologic sec-

ond ago, because evolutionary theory predicts such an outcome

based on themes of progress and increasing neural complexity.

Humans arose, rather, as a fortuitous and contingent outcome of

thousands of linked events, any one of which could have

occurred differently and sent history on an alternative pathway

that would not have led to consciousness. To cite just four

among a multitude: (1) If our inconspicuous and fragile lineage

had not been among the few survivors of the initial radiation of

multicellular animal life in the Cambrian explosion 530 million

years ago, then no vertebrates would have inhabited the earth at

all. (Only one member of our chordate phylum, the genus Pikaia,

has been found among these earliest fossils. This small and simple

swimming creature, showing its allegiance to us by possessing a

notochord, or dorsal stiffening rod, is among the rarest fossils

of the Burgess Shale, our best preserved Cambrian fauna.) (2) If

a small and unpromising group of lobe-finned fishes had not

evolved fin bones with a strong central axis capable of bearing

weight on land, then vertebrates might never have become
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terrestrial. (3) If a large extraterrestrial body had not struck the

earth 65 million years ago, then dinosaurs would still be domi-

nant and mammals insignificant (the situation that had prevailed

for 100 million years previously). (4) If a small lineage of pri-

mates had not evolved upright posture on the drying African

savannas just two to four million years ago, then our ancestry

might have ended in a line of apes that, like the chimpanzee

and gorilla today, would have become ecologically marginal

and probably doomed to extinction despite their remarkable

behavioral complexity.

Therefore, to understand the events and generalities of life’s

pathway, we must go beyond principles of evolutionary theory

to a paleontological examination of the contingent pattern of

life’s history on our planet—the single actualized version among

millions of plausible alternatives that happened not to occur.

Such a view of life’s history is highly contrary both to conven-

tional deterministic models of Western science and to the deepest

social traditions and psychological hopes of Western culture for

a history culminating in humans as life’s highest expression and

intended planetary steward. 

Science can, and does, strive to grasp nature’s factuality, but

all science is socially embedded, and all scientists record prevail-

ing “certainties,” however hard they may be aiming for pure

objectivity. Darwin himself, in the closing lines of The Origin of

Species, expressed Victorian social preference more than nature’s

record in writing: “As natural selection works solely by and for

the good of each being, all corporeal and mental endowments

will tend to progress towards perfection.” 

Life’s pathway certainly includes many features predictable

from laws of nature, but these aspects are too broad and general
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to provide the “rightness” that we seek for validating evolution’s

particular results—roses, mushrooms, people and so forth.

Organisms adapt to, and are constrained by, physical principles.

It is, for example, scarcely surprising, given laws of gravity, that

the largest vertebrates in the sea (whales) exceed the heaviest ani-

mals on land (elephants today, dinosaurs in the past), which, in

turn, are far bulkier than the largest vertebrate that ever flew

(extinct pterosaurs of the Mesozoic era). 

Predictable ecological rules govern the structuring of com-

munities by principles of energy flow and thermodynamics

(more biomass in prey than in predators, for example).

Evolutionary trends, once started, may have local predictability

(“arms races,” in which both predators and prey hone their

defenses and weapons, for example—a pattern that Geerat J.

Vermeij of the University of California at Davis has called “esca-

lation” and documented in increasing strength of both crab

claws and shells of their gastropod prey through time). But laws

of nature do not tell us why we have crabs and snails at all, why

insects rule the multicellular world and why vertebrates rather

than persistent algal mats exist as the most complex forms of life

on the earth.

Relative to the conventional view of life’s history as an at

least broadly predictable process of gradually advancing com-

plexity through time, three features of the paleontological record

stand out in opposition and shall therefore serve as organizing

themes for the rest of this article: the constancy of modal com-

plexity throughout life’s history; the concentration of major

events in short bursts interspersed with long periods of relative

stability; and the role of external impositions, primarily mass

extinctions, in disrupting patterns of “normal” times. These
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three features, combined with more general themes of chaos and

contingency, require a new framework for conceptualizing and

drawing life’s history, and this article therefore closes with sug-

gestions for a different iconography of evolution.

Complexity of Life Modes

The primary paleontological fact about life’s beginnings

points to predictability for the onset and very little for the partic-

ular pathways thereafter. The earth is 4.6 billion years old, but

the oldest rocks date to about 3.9 billion years because the earth’s

surface became molten early in its history, a result of bombard-

ment by large amounts of cosmic debris during the solar system’s

coalescence, and of heat generated by radioactive decay of short-

lived isotopes. These oldest rocks are too metamorphosed by

subsequent heat and pressure to preserve fossils (though some

scientists interpret the proportions of carbon isotopes in these

rocks as signs of organic production). The oldest rocks suffi-

ciently unaltered to retain cellular fossils—African and Australian

sediments dated to 3.5 billion years old—do preserve prokaryotic

cells (bacteria and cyanophytes) and stromatolites (mats of

sediment trapped and bound by these cells in shallow marine

waters). Thus, life on the earth evolved quickly and is as old as it

could be. This fact alone seems to indicate an inevitability, or at

least a predictability, for life’s origin from the original chemical

constituents of atmosphere and ocean. 

No one can doubt that more complex creatures arose sequen-

tially after this prokaryotic beginning—first eukaryotic cells,

perhaps about two billion years ago, then multicellular animals

about 600 million years ago, with a relay of highest complexity

among animals passing from invertebrates, to marine vertebrates

 



and, finally (if we wish, albeit parochially, to honor neural

architecture as a primary criterion), to reptiles, mammals and

humans. This is the conventional sequence represented in the old

charts and texts as an “age of invertebrates,” followed by an

“age of fishes,” “age of reptiles,” “age of mammals,” and “age

of man” (to add the old gender bias to all the other prejudices

implied by this sequence). 

I do not deny the facts of the preceding paragraph but wish

to argue that our conventional desire to view history as progres-

sive, and to see humans as predictably dominant, has grossly dis-

torted our interpretation of life’s pathway by falsely placing in

the center of things a relatively minor phenomenon that arises

only as a side consequence of a physically constrained starting

point. The most salient feature of life has been the stability of its

bacterial mode from the beginning of the fossil record until

today and, with little doubt, into all future time so long as the

earth endures. This is truly the “age of bacteria”—as it was in

the beginning, is now and ever shall be. 

New iconography of life’s tree shows that maximal diversity

in anatomical forms (not in number of species) is reached very

early in life’s multicellular history. Later times feature extinction

of most of these initial experiments and enormous success within

surviving lines. This success is measured in the proliferation of

species but not in the development of new anatomies. Today we

have more species than ever before, although they are restricted

to fewer basic anatomies. For reasons related to the chemistry of

life’s origin and the physics of self-organization, the first living

things arose at the lower limit of life’s conceivable, preservable

complexity. Call this lower limit the “left wall” for an architec-

ture of complexity. Since so little space exists between the left
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wall and life’s initial bacterial mode in the fossil record, only one

direction for future increment exists—toward greater complexity

at the right. Thus, every once in a while, a more complex crea-

ture evolves and extends the range of life’s diversity in the only

available direction. In technical terms, the distribution of com-

plexity becomes more strongly right skewed through these

occasional additions.

But the additions are rare and episodic. They do not even

constitute an evolutionary series but form a motley sequence of

distantly related taxa, usually depicted as eukaryotic cell, jelly-

fish, trilobite, nautiloid, eurypterid (a large relative of horseshoe

crabs), fish, an amphibian such as Eryops, a dinosaur, a mammal

and a human being. This sequence cannot be construed as the

major thrust or trend of life’s history. Think rather of an occa-

sional creature tumbling into the empty right region of com-

plexity’s space. Throughout this entire time, the bacterial mode

has grown in height and remained constant in position. Bacteria

represent the great success story of life’s pathway. They occupy

a wider domain of environments and span a broader range of

biochemistries than any other group. They are adaptable,

indestructible and astoundingly diverse. We cannot even imagine

how anthropogenic intervention might threaten their extinction,

although we worry about our impact on nearly every other form

of life. The number of Escherichia coli cells in the gut of each

human being exceeds the number of humans that has ever lived

on this planet. 

One might grant that complexification for life as a whole

represents a pseudo-trend based on constraint at the left wall

but still hold that evolution within particular groups differen-

tially favors complexity when the founding lineage begins far
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enough from the left wall to permit movement in both direc-

tions. Empirical tests of this interesting hypothesis are just begin-

ning (as concern for the subject mounts among paleontologists),

and we do not yet have enough cases to advance a generality. But

the first two studies—by Daniel W. McShea of the University of

Michigan on mammalian vertebrae and by George F. Boyajian

of the University of Pennsylvania on ammonite suture lines—

show no evolutionary tendencies to favor increased complexity. 

Moreover, when we consider that for each mode of life

involving greater complexity, there probably exists an equally

advantageous style based on greater simplicity of form (as often

found in parasites, for example), then preferential evolution

toward complexity seems unlikely a priori. Our impression that

life evolves toward greater complexity is probably only a bias

inspired by parochial focus on ourselves, and consequent over-

attention to complexifying creatures, while we ignore just as

many lineages adapting equally well by becoming simpler in

form. The morphologically degenerate parasite, safe within its

host, has just as much prospect for evolutionary success as its

gorgeously elaborate relative coping with the slings and arrows

of outrageous fortune in a tough external world. 

Even if complexity is only a drift away from a constraining left

wall, we might view trends in this direction as more predictable

and characteristic of life’s pathway as a whole if increments of

complexity accrued in a persistent and gradually accumulating

manner through time. But nothing about life’s history is more

peculiar with respect to this common (and false) expectation than

the actual pattern of extended stability and rapid episodic move-

ment, as revealed by the fossil record. 

 



Bursts of Activity

Life remained almost exclusively unicellular for the first five-

sixths of its history—from the first recorded fossils at 3.5 billion

years to the first well-documented multicellular animals less than

600 million years ago. (Some simple multicellular algae evolved

more than a billion years ago, but these organisms belong to the

plant kingdom and have no genealogical connection with ani-

mals.) This long period of unicellular life does include, to be

sure, the vitally important transition from simple prokaryotic

cells without organelles to eukaryotic cells with nuclei, mito-

chondria and other complexities of intracellular architecture—

but no recorded attainment of multicellular animal organization

for a full three billion years. If complexity is such a good thing,

and multicellularity represents its initial phase in our usual view,

then life certainly took its time in making this crucial step. Such

delays speak strongly against general progress as the major

theme of life’s history, even if they can be plausibly explained by

lack of sufficient atmospheric oxygen for most of Precambrian

time or by failure of unicellular life to achieve some structural

threshold acting as a prerequisite to multicellularity. 

More curiously, all major stages in organizing animal life’s

multicellular architecture then occurred in a short period begin-

ning less than 600 million years ago and ending by about 530

million years ago—and the steps within this sequence are also

discontinuous and episodic, not gradually accumulative. The

first fauna, called Ediacaran to honor the Australian locality of

its initial discovery but now known from rocks on all continents,

consists of highly flattened fronds, sheets and circlets composed

of numerous slender segments quilted together. The nature of the

Ediacaran fauna is now a subject of intense discussion. These
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creatures do not seem to be simple

precursors of later forms. They

may constitute a separate and

failed experiment in animal life, or

they may represent a full range of

diploblastic (two-layered) organi-

zation, of which the modern phy-

lum Cnidaria (corals, jellyfishes

and their allies) remains as a small

and much altered remnant.

In any case, they apparently

died out well before the Cambrian

biota evolved. The Cambrian then

began with an assemblage of bits

and pieces, frustratingly difficult

to interpret, called the “small

shelly fauna.” The subsequent

main pulse, starting about 530

million years ago, constitutes the

famous Cambrian explosion,

during which all but one modern

phylum of animal life made a first

appearance in the fossil record.

(Geologists had previously

allowed up to 40 million years for

this event, but an elegant study,

published in 1993, clearly restricts

this period of phyletic flowering to

a mere five million years.) The

Bryozoa, a group of sessile and
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Great diversity quickly
evolved at the dawn of multi-
cellular animal life during the
Cambrian period (530 million
years ago). The creatures listed
here are all found in the Middle
Cambrian Burgess Shale fauna
of Canada. They include some
familiar forms (sponges, bra-
chiopods) that have survived.
But many creatures (such as
the giant Anomalocaris,
largest of all the Cambrian
animals) did not live for long
and are so anatomically pecu-
liar (relative to survivors) that
we cannot classify them
among known phyla.

Vauxia (gracile), Branchiocaris,

Opabinia, Amiskwia, Vauxia

(robust), Molaria, Aysheaia,

Micromitra, Echmatocrinus,

Chancelloria, Pirania, Choia,

Leptomitus, Dinomischus, Wiwaxia,

Naraoia, Hyolithes, Habelia,

Emeraldella, Burgessia, Leanchoilia,

Sanctacaris, Ottoia, Louisella,

Actaeus, Yohoia, Peronochaeta,

Selkirkia, Ancalagon,

Burgessochaeta, Sidneyia, Odaraia,

Eiffelia, Mackenzia, Odontogriphus,

Hallucigenia, Elrathia,

Anomalocaris, Lingulella, Scenella,

Canadaspis, Marrella, Olenoides



colonial marine organisms, do not arise until the beginning of

the subsequent, Ordovician period, but this apparent delay may

be an artifact of failure to discover Cambrian representatives.

Although interesting and portentous events have occurred

since, from the flowering of dinosaurs to the origin of human

consciousness, we do not exaggerate greatly in stating that the

subsequent history of animal life amounts to little more than

variations on anatomical themes established during the

Cambrian explosion within five million years. Three billion

years of unicellularity, followed by five million years of intense

creativity and then capped by more than 500 million years of

variation on set anatomical themes can scarcely be read as a pre-

dictable, inexorable or continuous trend toward progress or

increasing complexity. 

We do not know why the Cambrian explosion could estab-

lish all major anatomical designs so quickly. An “external”

explanation based on ecology seems attractive: the Cambrian

explosion represents an initial filling of the “ecological barrel”

of niches for multicellular organisms, and any experiment found

a space. The barrel has never emptied since; even the great mass

extinctions left a few species in each principal role, and their

occupation of ecological space forecloses opportunity for funda-

mental novelties. But an “internal” explanation based on genetics

and development also seems necessary as a complement: the

earliest multicellular animals may have maintained a flexibility

for genetic change and embryological transformation that

became greatly reduced as organisms “locked in” to a set of stable

and successful designs. 

In any case, this initial period of both internal and external

flexibility yielded a range of invertebrate anatomies that may
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have exceeded (in just a few million years of production) the full

scope of animal form in all the earth’s environments today (after

more than 500 million years of additional time for further

expansion). Scientists are divided on this question. Some claim

that the anatomical range of this initial explosion exceeded that

of modern life, as many early experiments died out and no new

phyla have ever arisen. But scientists most strongly opposed to

this view allow that Cambrian diversity at least equaled the

modern range—so even the most cautious opinion holds that

500 million subsequent years of opportunity have not expanded

the Cambrian range, achieved in just five million years. The

Cambrian explosion was the most remarkable and puzzling

event in the history of life.

Moreover, we do not know why most of the early experi-

ments died while a few survived to become our modern phyla. It

is tempting to say that the victors won by virtue of greater

anatomical complexity, better ecological fit or some other pre-

dictable feature of conventional Darwinian struggle. But no rec-

ognized traits unite the victors, and the radical alternative must

be entertained that each early experiment received little more

than the equivalent of a ticket in the largest lottery ever played

out on our planet—and that each surviving lineage, including

our own phylum of vertebrates, inhabits the earth today more by

the luck of the draw than by any predictable struggle for exis-

tence. The history of multicellular animal life may be more a

story of great reduction in initial possibilities, with stabilization

of lucky survivors, than a conventional tale of steady ecological

expansion and morphological progress in complexity. 

Finally, this pattern of long stasis, with change concentrated in

rapid episodes that establish new equilibria, may be quite general
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at several scales of time and magnitude, forming a kind of fractal

pattern in self-similarity. According to the punctuated equilibrium

model of speciation, trends within lineages occur by accumulated

episodes of geologically instantaneous speciation, rather than by

gradual change within continuous populations (like climbing a

staircase rather than rolling a ball up an inclined plane).

Mass Extinctions

Even if evolutionary theory implied a potential internal direc-

tion for life’s pathway (although previous facts and arguments in

this article cast doubt on such a claim), the occasional imposition

of a rapid and substantial, perhaps even truly catastrophic, change

in environment would have intervened to stymie the pattern.

These environmental changes trigger mass extinction of a high

percentage of the earth’s species and may so derail any internal

direction and so reset the pathway that the net pattern of life’s

history looks more capricious and concentrated in episodes than

steady and directional. Mass extinctions have been recognized

since the dawn of paleontology; the major divisions of the geo-

logic time scale were established at boundaries marked by such

events. But until the revival of interest that began in the late

1970s, most paleontologists treated mass extinctions only as

intensifications of ordinary events, leading (at most) to a speeding

up of tendencies that pervaded normal times. In this gradualistic

theory of mass extinction, these events really took a few million

years to unfold (with the appearance of suddenness interpreted

as an artifact of an imperfect fossil record), and they only made

the ordinary occur faster (more intense Darwinian competition

in tough times, for example, leading to even more efficient

replacement of less adapted by superior forms).
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The reinterpretation of mass extinctions as central to life’s

pathway and radically different in effect began with the presen-

tation of data by Luis and Walter Alvarez in 1979, indicating

that the impact of a large extrater-

restrial object (they suggested an

asteroid seven to 10 kilometers in

diameter) set off the last great

extinction at the Cretaceous-

Tertiary boundary 65 million

years ago. Although the Alvarez

hypothesis initially received very

skeptical treatment from scientists

(a proper approach to highly

unconventional explanations), the

case now seems virtually proved

by discovery of the “smoking

gun,” a crater of appropriate size

and age located off the Yucatán

peninsula in Mexico.

This reawakening of interest

also inspired paleontologists to

tabulate the data of mass extinc-

tion more rigorously. Work by

David M. Raup, J. J. Sepkoski, Jr.

and David Jablonski of the

University of Chicago has estab-

lished that multicellular animal

life experienced five major (end of

Ordovician, late Devonian, end of Permian, end of Triassic and

end of Cretaceous) and many minor mass extinctions during its

Classical representations of
life’s history reveal the severe
biases of viewing evolution
as embodying a central
principle of progress and
complexification. In a series
of paintings by Charles R.
Knight from a 1942 issue of
National Geographic, the
first shows invertebrates of
the Burgess Shale. But as
soon as fishes evolve, no
subsequent scene ever shows
another invertebrate,
although they did not go
away or stop evolving. When
land vertebrates arise, we
never see another fish, even
though return of land verte-
brate lineages to the sea may
be depicted. The sequence
always ends with mam-
mals—even though fishes,
invertebrates and reptiles are
still thriving—and, of
course, humans.



530 million-year history. We have no clear evidence that any but

the last of these events was triggered by catastrophic impact, but

such careful study leads to the general conclusion that mass

extinctions were more frequent, more rapid, more extensive in

magnitude and more different in effect than paleontologists had

previously realized. These four properties encompass the radical

implications of mass extinction for understanding life’s pathway

as more contingent and chancy than predictable and directional. 

Mass extinctions are not random in their impact on life.

Some lineages succumb and others survive as sensible outcomes

based on presence or absence of evolved features. But especially

if the triggering cause of extinction be sudden and catastrophic,

the reasons for life or death may be random with respect to the

original value of key features when first evolved in Darwinian

struggles of normal times. This “different rules” model of mass

extinction imparts a quirky and unpredictable character to life’s

pathway based on the evident claim that lineages cannot anticipate

future contingencies of such magnitude and different operation. 

To cite two examples from the impact-triggered Cretaceous-

Tertiary extinction 65 million years ago: First, an important

study published in 1986 noted that diatoms survived the extinc-

tion far better than other single-celled plankton (primarily coc-

coliths and radiolaria). This study found that many diatoms had

evolved a strategy of dormancy by encystment, perhaps to survive

through seasonal periods of unfavorable conditions (months of

darkness in polar species as otherwise fatal to these photosyn-

thesizing cells; sporadic availability of silica needed to construct

their skeletons). Other planktonic cells had not evolved any

mechanisms for dormancy. If the terminal Cretaceous impact

produced a dust cloud that blocked light for several months or
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longer (one popular idea for a “killing scenario” in the extinc-

tion), then diatoms may have survived as a fortuitous result of

dormancy mechanisms evolved for the entirely different function

of weathering seasonal droughts in ordinary times. Diatoms are

not superior to radiolaria or other plankton that succumbed in

far greater numbers; they were simply fortunate to possess a

favorable feature, evolved for other reasons, that fostered passage

through the impact and its sequelae.

Second, we all know that dinosaurs perished in the end

Cretaceous event and that mammals therefore rule the vertebrate

world today. Most people assume that mammals prevailed in

these tough times for some reason of general superiority over

dinosaurs. But such a conclusion seems most unlikely. Mammals

and dinosaurs had coexisted for 100 million years, and mammals

had remained rat-sized or smaller, making no evolutionary

“move” to oust dinosaurs. No good argument for mammalian

prevalence by general superiority has ever been advanced, and

fortuity seems far more likely. As one plausible argument, mam-

mals may have survived partly as a result of their small size (with

much larger, and therefore extinction-resistant, populations as a

consequence, and less ecological specialization with more places

to hide, so to speak). Small size may not have been a positive

mammalian adaptation at all but more a sign of inability ever to

penetrate the dominant domain of dinosaurs. Yet this “negative”

feature of normal times may be the key reason for mammalian

survival and a prerequisite to my writing and your reading this

article today. 

Conclusion

Sigmund Freud often remarked that great revolutions in the

history of science have but one common, and ironic, feature:
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they knock human arrogance off one pedestal after another of

our previous conviction about our own self-importance. In

Freud’s three examples, Copernicus moved our home from center

to periphery, Darwin then relegated us to “descent from an ani-

mal world”; and, finally (in one of the least modest statements

of intellectual history), Freud himself discovered the unconscious

and exploded the myth of a fully rational mind. In this wise and

crucial sense, the Darwinian revolution remains woefully incom-

plete because, even though thinking humanity accepts the fact of

evolution, most of us are still unwilling to abandon the comfort-

ing view that evolution means (or at least embodies a central

principle of) progress defined to render the appearance of some-

thing like human consciousness either

virtually inevitable or at least predictable. The pedestal is not

smashed until we abandon progress or complexification as a

central principle and come to entertain the strong possibility that

H. sapiens is but a tiny, late-arising twig on life’s enormously

arborescent bush—a small bud that would almost surely not

appear a second time if we could replant the bush from seed and

let it grow again. 

Primates are visual animals, and the pictures we draw betray

our deepest convictions and display our current conceptual lim-

itations. Artists have always painted the history of fossil life as a

sequence from invertebrates, to fishes, to early terrestrial

amphibians and reptiles, to dinosaurs, to mammals and, finally,

to humans. There are no exceptions; all sequences painted since

the inception of this genre in the 1850s follow the convention. 

Yet we never stop to recognize the almost absurd biases

coded into this universal mode. No scene ever shows another

invertebrate after fishes evolved but invertebrates did not go
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away or stop evolving! After terrestrial reptiles emerge, no sub-

sequent scene ever shows a fish (later oceanic tableaux depict

only such returning reptiles as ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs). But

fishes did not stop evolving after one small lineage managed to

invade the land. In fact, the major event in the evolution of fishes,

the origin and rise to dominance of the teleosts, or modern bony

fishes, occurred during the time of the dinosaurs and is therefore

never shown at all in any of these sequences—even though

teleosts include more than half of all species of vertebrates. Why

should humans appear at the end of all sequences? Our order of

primates is ancient among mammals, and many other successful

lineages arose later than we did. 

We will not smash Freud’s pedestal and complete Darwin’s rev-

olution until we find, grasp and accept another way of drawing

life’s history. J.B.S. Haldane proclaimed nature “queerer than we

can suppose,” but these limits may only be socially imposed

conceptual locks rather than inherent restrictions of our neurology.

New icons might break the locks. Trees—or rather copiously and

luxuriantly branching bushes—rather than ladders and

sequences hold the key to this conceptual transition.

We must learn to depict the full range of variation, not just

our parochial perception of the tiny right tail of most complex

creatures. We must recognize that this tree may have contained a

maximal number of branches near the beginning of multicellular

life and that subsequent history is for the most part a process of

elimination and lucky survivorship of a few, rather than contin-

uous flowering, progress and expansion of a growing multitude.

We must understand that little twigs are contingent nubbins, not

predictable goals of the massive bush beneath. We must remember

the greatest of all Biblical statements about wisdom: “She is a tree
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of life to them that lay hold upon her; and happy is every one that

retaineth her.”

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology and the history of science at
Harvard University, where he has been on the faculty since 1967.Well-
known for his popular scientific writings, in particular his monthly col-
umn in Natural History magazine, he is the author of 13 books.

Copyright © 1994 by Scientific American, Inc. All rights reserved.
Reprinted with permission.
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Score One for Punk Eek
Scientific American

The fitful evolution of bacteria supports a controversial theory

The fossil record is notoriously stingy in doling out clues about the
history of life. Biologists agonize over whether they are inferring a dis-
torted view of the past from the bits of bone that they pluck from the
vast expanse of the earth’s accumulated sediments. But because evolu-
tion proceeds so slowly, scientists cannot test their ideas by watching it
unfold in real time.

Or can they? In an ingenious experiment conducted at Michigan
State University, researchers have observed evolutionary changes as a
family of bacteria passed through 3,000 generations. The procedure
took a mere four years; conducting an analogous experiment with
Homo sapiens would require roughly 60,000 years, a timeline too
long for most granting agencies. The Michigan State researchers
reported in the June 21 issue of Science that their observations support
a provocative evolutionary theory called punctuated equilibrium, often
known by its nickname “punk eek.”

Punctuated equilibrium was proposed in 1972 by Stephen Jay
Gould of Harvard University and Niles Eldredge of the American
Museum of Natural History. Gould and Eldredge challenged the tradi-
tional view of Darwinian evolution as a gradual, stately unfolding.
Charles Darwin himself had fretted over the gaps separating different
species. But he hoped that eventually those gaps would be filled in by
new fossil discoveries, showing how natural selection gradually trans-
formed one species into another.

Gould and Eldredge noted that most of those gaps have persisted
during the century following the publication of Darwin’s On the
Origin of Species. The fossil record still shows species persisting
unaltered for eons before giving rise to new species in the blink of
an eye, geologically speaking. Gould and Eldredge argued that
those apparent sudden changes should be taken at face value. They
proposed that species experience long stretches of general stasis,
interrupted by the abrupt emergence of new evolutionary forms over
relatively few generations. 
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Punk eek has had its ups and downs. After an enthusiastic recep-
tion by journalists and some scientists, the theory was seized on by
creationists as a sign that the theory of evolution was not universally
accepted. Gould and Eldredge retorted that their model does not deny
evolution but merely offers an alternative description of how it occurs.

Since then, evolutionary biologists have debated the theory’s
validity without coming to a resolution. In a retrospective article pub-
lished three years ago in Nature, Gould and Eldredge acknowledged
that their model was merely one of many recent ideas in science that
emphasize the role of discontinuity and randomness in nature. “We
have either been toadies and panderers to fashion, and therefore
destined for history’s ashheap, or we had a spark of insight about
nature’s constitution,” they wrote. 

The recent studies by the Michigan State team may help tip the
balance toward the latter view. Richard E. Lenski, Santiago F. Elena
and Vaughn S. Cooper carried out their evolutionary tests on the
favorite guinea pig of microbiologists, the intestinal bacterium
Escherichia coli. By restricting the amount of nutrients available to the
bacteria, the investigators increased the competition among them and
thus the pressure of natural selection. To make matters more interesting,
however, the researchers worked only with a variant of E. coli that
cannot swap genetic material with other simple cells, as many bacteria
can. Unable to borrow useful genes, the studied bacteria could evolve
only through random genetic mutations.

During the experiment, the workers gathered samples every 15
days and measured the microbes’ average size. Previous work had
suggested that larger bacteria can survive more readily than smaller
ones in a low-nutrient environment. For the first few hundred genera-
tions (each of which may last just a few hours), the organisms showed
little or no change, but then their average size suddenly shot up by
almost 30 percent. Another period of stasis then gave way to another
upward surge in size. Finally, thousands of generations passed without
any further bursts in microbial bulk.

The researchers calculated that millions of bacterial mutations
must have occurred over the course their experiment. But only very
infrequently did a mutation emerge that significantly boosted the E. coli’s
fitness, or ability to survive. Lenski’s group concluded that the sudden
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surges in size occur when those “rare, beneficial mutations sweep suc-
cessively through the population.” Once the mutation takes hold, the pop-
ulation returns to equilibrium again as it “awaits” yet another mutation. 

Critics have objected that the jerky pattern of size increases
observed by the Michigan State group results from examining evolution
on too fine a scale. According to the opposing view, less frequent
sampling of the bacterial population would have shown evolutionary
growth more consonant with the traditional, gradualist conception.
Eldredge himself cautions that the punctuated equilibrium was intended
to explain the evolution of multicellular, sexually reproducing animals.
The processes underlying bacterial evolution are quite different, he
points out.

The Michigan State team acknowledges that its experimental
approach is far from perfect. On the other hand, so is the fossil record.
“We are testing important questions in evolutionary theory,” Elena
says, “using a simple system that has a large population size and short
generations.” The researchers now intend to analyze the DNA of
successive generations of E. coli to determine what genetic mutations
corresponded to the sudden plumping up of their subjects. With luck,
Cooper adds, these experiments will illuminate “how microevolutionary
processes may impinge on macroevolutionary trends.”

John Horgan, staff writer
Scientific American

Copyright © 2001 by Scientific American, Inc. All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.
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Treasures of Evolution Island
The Why Files

A Wave of Violence in the “Birthplace of Evolution”

Posted 11 Jan 2001: Violence is sweeping the Galapagos archi-

pelago, the Ecuadorian islands that, legend has it, played mid-

wife to Charles Darwin's theory of evolution. Angered by limits

on their catch, Ecuadorian fishermen have torched the national

park headquarters, blocked a port and harassed tourists, a

mainstay of the island economy. Taking aim at the strange

wildlife that made the islands a shrine for biologists and tourists

alike, they even seized rare, protected Galapagos giant tortoises.

The fishermen are angling for regulatory relief from a 1998

law that limits fishing in the nearby ocean. “They are trying

to destroy our livelihood with all of their rules and regulations,”

the president of a fishing cooperative told The New York Times

on Dec. 25 (see “Where Darwin . . .” in the bibliography).

Scientists and conservationists counter that the real snag is

unsustainable fishing. Carl Safina, vice-president of marine con-

servation at the National Audubon Society, told the Times that

“The real issue here is too many people, not enough resources,
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and the practice of a kind of fishing that takes out those

resources much faster than they can recover.”

A Together Collector?

The dispute might be dismissed as another squabble over

diminishing resources on a crowded planet, except that it concerns

the isolated ecosystem where Darwin supposedly figured out how

plants and animals change through time—how they evolve.

Charles Darwin was interested in every aspect of natural

history, and he collected finches at the Galapagos in 1835. Even

today popular belief credits those birds as key: “Charles Darwin

first became convinced that evolution occurs when he collected

a variety of small birds on the Galapagos islands . . .” explained

a headline in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch as recently as 1999.

So while Darwin wrote, “The natural history of these islands

is eminently curious, and well deserves attention,” (see “The

Voyage . . .” in the bibliography), he did not devise his theory of

evolution by natural selection at the Galapagos.

David Hull, an emeritus science historian in the department

of philosophy at Northwestern University, says, “In point of

fact, organisms in the Galapagos did not play much role in

Darwin’s theory.” After returning to England, Hull adds, Darwin

realized that he’d need to do a much better job of collecting on

a subsequent voyage to the islands, which he never took. 

He would, for example, have to identify where he shot his

birds. Still, for a variety of reasons, the Galapagos have played a

key role in the symbolism and substance of evolutionary science.

Nasty History, Nasty Menu

Darwin was not the first European to experience a rough

passage on the austere archipelago, which was formed by vol-

canic activity four or so million years ago. In 1807, Patrick
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Watkins was marooned for eight years, until he stole a boat

and lit out for the mainland. Herman Melville, who visited on

a whaling ship, described the islands as “five-and-twenty heaps

of cinders . . .”

Galapagos living was never easy, even in summertime. Some

colonists left after the arrival of nightmarish neighbors at an

Ecuadorian prison colony. In 1869, the tyrannical founder of a

colony quaintly named Progresso was murdered. A scheme to

mine guano for fertilizer flopped due to a shortage of bird drop-

pings, of all things.

Other ventures included burning coral to make lime, mining

volcanic sulfur, extracting salt from the sea, butchering giant tor-

toises and ranching. Livestock—particularly the introduction of

goats—had fateful consequences for the island ecosystem.

Caprine mowing machines ravaged the islands, stripping trees

and gobbling native vegetation. While the goats pigged out on

the vegetarian menu, feral dogs, cats and rats explored the meat

side, savoring marine iguanas and birds. (The six-foot-long

marine iguanas, incidentally, left a poor impression on Darwin,

who called them “a hideous-looking creature, of a dirty black

color, stupid, and sluggish in its movements.”)

Tremendous Tourism

Still, between Darwin’s famous finches, the giant tortoises

and those diving iguanas, bizarre biology lures nature tourists to

the Galapagos like, well, ice fishermen to a frozen Minnesota

lake in January. Tourist numbers have exploded from 1,000 in

1970 to 60,000 today. To minimize environmental damage,

tourists live on boats.

Meanwhile, the local Ecuadorian population has also soared,

from 1,000 in 1950 to 16,000 today. Despite government efforts
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to reduce migration, that number grows 6 percent per year,

bringing conflicts between the desire to conserve a fragile land-

scape and the human need to grow food and dump waste. 

I Evolve, You Evolve, They Evolve

Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution is premised on varia-

tions in the characteristics (say, size, tooth length or sense of

smell) of individual members of a species. As each organism is

tested by its environment, the number of its offspring depends on

the fitness to survive conferred by those characteristics. If, for

example, you can smell predators from a longer distance, you’ll

out-live animals with a stunted sense of smell.

Gradually, species change in response to the environment as

the losers are culled and the winners have more young which

perpetuate those winning characteristics.

The crux of natural selection, says Robert Rothman, a pro-

fessor of biology at Rochester Institute of Technology, is that the

young “must survive to reproduce more effectively than their

neighbors.” The Galapagos masked booby, he points out, can

only support one chick per season, and natural selection “operates

to determine which juveniles survive.” A variant better able to

survive—say if it’s more tolerant of starvation while its parents

are fishing at sea—is more likely to survive and produce starva-

tion-tolerant offspring. While evolution governs change, the

results are unpredictable. Experiments on guppies by John

Endler have shown that if many predators are around, drab,

camouflaged male fish may have an advantage. Being more

elusive, they survive long enough to breed. But if predators are

rare, colorful guys may have more young because females prefer

best-dressed mates—if they happen to be alive.
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Nature, in other words, uses “natural selection” to choose

the winners in a process that, as Darwin noted, is analogous

to the “artificial selection” that farmers use to breed better pigs

or potatoes.

While it’s called the “theory of evolution,” Darwinism is a

bedrock of biology—the organizing principle behind the

incredible wealth of life on Earth. Indeed “theory” has a different

meaning in scientific and popular lingo, says Rothman, who

teaches about the role of the Galapagos in natural history and

evolution. “You have a ‘theory’ about who won the election, or

whether OJ did commit the murder. But a scientific theory is

much more complex; there’s a rich body of research pointing to

the accuracy of your theory.”

Changing Earth

Although Darwin had not formulated his theory of evolution

by natural selection by the time he explored the Galapagos archi-

pelago in 1836, he had already made many essential observations

and formed many crucial questions. 

He believed, for example, that earth changes over time, as

geologist Charles Lyell was maintaining. Darwin, who read

Lyell’s “Principles of Geology” in his deck chair on the Beagle,

also directly observed that South America was rising from the

ocean. He was already in Chile when a giant earthquake

destroyed the city of Concepción. As Darwin wrote, “The town

of Concepción is now nothing more than piles and lines of

bricks, tiles and timbers—it is absolutely true there is not one

house left habitable.”

Rothman, who takes students to the Galapagos every year,

says Darwin then “found rocks that had recently been in the

 



water, with barnacles, and they were 6 feet above sea level.

Darwin put two and two together” and realized that quakes

probably accounted for the raised beaches he’d seen in

Patagonia. They were, he concluded, ancient shorelines that

dried out when the land was raised. 

Darwin was an avid student of geology, and the earthquakes

told him that Earth’s seeming stability masks continual change.

How would plants and animals withstand these slow changes?

There were other clues that undermined a biology based on

static species. Darwin knew that:

ä plants and animals vary by location. South American cowboys
told him a relative of the rhea—a South American ostrich—
lived in Tierra del Fuego, the continent’s volcanic southern tip.
Darwin apparently forgot until a dinner featuring that bird,
now named Rhea darwinii. As Rothman recounts it, after the
rhea was half-devoured, Darwin “realized and recovered the
remains of the meal” for shipment to England and scientific
examination. (We Why Filers figure that the incident proves
that good science requires good eating. . .)

ä organisms change through time. Fossils related to sloths and
armadillos were found in places where similar animals were
still living. 

ä island animals are similar—but not identical—to animals on
nearby mainlands. The Falklands fox, for example, a species
(now extinct) found on those South Atlantic islands, resem-
bled a fox on the mainland.

By the time he got to the Galapagos, Darwin was primed to

absorb lessons from the simplified island ecosystem. Once there,

he was forced to ponder the assemblage of animals he found—

where things looked familiar, but not identical, to what he’d seen

in South America.
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The Galapagos, he knew, arose as volcanoes that emerged

from the ocean. From his own experiments on plant dispersion,

Darwin knew some organisms could travel across the ocean. But,

as Rothman notes, the logic of the Galapagos was suggestive:

How could a relatively young island have life forms that were

similar, but not identical to, continental forms? Since the islands

were volcanic, they could not have been present at the creation,

so the plants and animals living there had to have come from else-

where. But they lived nowhere else. Therefore their ancestors

came from elsewhere, and then changed into the present forms. 

Flinch, Finch

Darwin learned much at the Galapagos—but “Darwin’s finches”

don’t deserve much credit.

As we’ve seen, everybody knows it was finches that clued

Darwin in to the notion of evolution by natural selection—and

everybody is wrong. 

In that more naïve era, Darwin shot finches and stuffed them

in a bag. Not yet aware of the significance of geographic distri-

bution, he failed to label which came from where.

Since Darwin’s time, we’ve learned that the bird’s beak

evolved to cope with a wide variety of food sources, and simply

looking at the beak tells you what the bird eats. And as the eco-

logical conditions change, so does the beak’s shape.

Problem was, numerous species of similar finches lived on

overlapping chunks of terrain in the Galapagos. In contrast, the

four species of mockingbirds lived in a simpler pattern: three

islands each housed one species, and one species lived on all the

other islands.

Robert Rothman says Darwin found the mockingbirds far

more tractable as a scientific puzzle. The islands resembled each
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other, he observes, and “Darwin wanted to know, why do you

have four different species, when one species certainly seems

good for all the islands.”

Not Mocking Those Birds

While sailing home through the Pacific Ocean, Darwin rec-

ognized that the diversity of mockingbirds—and of the

Galapagos giant tortoises he had watched, ridden and eaten—

might provide clues to evolution. They might, in Darwin’s

words, “undermine the stability of species.” If there was one

critical lesson in the Galapagos, however, Rothman says it was

the fact that a rich assemblage of related species had arrived—or

developed—after the islands emerged from the ocean.

If Darwin experienced a “eureka!” moment—when his entire

theory became clear for the first time—it came not during the

voyage, when the seasick young naturalist probably had his

hands full firing his shotgun, making his collections and scrib-

bling in his journal, but after his return to London in 1836. 

Soon after distributing his bounteous collections to special-

ists, he learned that his finches comprised 13 species, all new to

science (the details of classification have since changed). The

giant tortoises were all new to science. Those marine iguanas,

not seen on the mainland. The bushes and cacti, ditto.

In other words, the archipelago housed plants and animals

seen nowhere else, and the nature of those organisms often

varied from one tiny island to the next, even though the basic

volcanic geology and climate were essentially the same.

“To Darwin, all these species, marooned in their lonely

archipelago, had diverged from their ancestral stocks and then

gone right on diverging. They had broken the species barrier,”
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concluded Jonathan Weiner (see p. 28, “The Beak...” in the

bibliography).

And thus despite the fact that “just about everything Darwin

had said about the birds was mistaken,” as science historian

David Hull tells us, further finch research did prove that the

species are related, and that their evolution could be observed in

real time. That’s one reason the Galapagos became the head-

quarters of evolutionary biology. And as Hull observes, there are

“dozens or hundreds of places that would have worked as well,

but they do not have this connection to Darwin.”

Lucky Chucky

Hidden history! Darwin was lucky to get a berth on HMS Beagle

in the first place!

The mission of Darwin’s ship, the HMS Beagle, was to map

the east and west coasts of South America, and to determine

accurate local time at Pacific islands for navigational purposes.

Along the way, Beagle was to return three natives of Tierra del

Fuego who’d been taken to England. Fuegans had the nasty

habit of killing shipwrecked British sailors, and it was hoped

that some exposure to fish and chips and Victorian England

would change all that.

Darwin’s presence on the Beagle owes to a series of historical

oddities. He was not, for example, the first choice as naturalist.

Choice number one, an elderly ichthyologist, or fish scientist,

declined. Choice number two, John Stevens Henslow, who taught

botany at Cambridge University, cited family obligations and

bowed out and proposed his 21-year-old student in his stead. So

Charles Darwin, famed evolutionist, was actually choice number

three. Darwin had coasted through life until that point.
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Aristocratic and aimless, he’d already dropped out of med-

ical school, and while he’d graduated divinity school, he was

never ordained. 

The search for a naturalist did not stem from purely scientific

motivation. The Beagle’s captain, Robert FitzRoy, had received

his commission when the captain of the previous mission killed

himself in the perilous seas around Tierra del Fuego. Although

FitzRoy was eager to return, and because British Navy rules

divided officers from sailors, he sought to include a companion

of equal social standing for the long voyage.

“FitzRoy was really terrified about being alone,” says

Rothman. “He did have a nervous breakdown, was kind of men-

tally unstable, his uncle himself committed suicide.” Later

FitzRoy himself committed suicide.

Darwin, the grandson of biologist, poet and dilettante

Erasmus Darwin, leaped for the chance to “punch his ticket” as

expedition naturalist. (Curiously, Erasmus had come close to

explaining evolution, noting that organisms do change through

time. He was one of many naturalists who had recognized the

reality of change but could not explain what they saw.)

And the rest, as they say, is history. It’s history that’s not

always accurately told, and it’s history that is still evolving, if

one final pun can be forgiven . . .

The Why Files,“The Science Behind the News,” is a project of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, and can be found at
http://whyfiles.org
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Rulers of the Jurassic Seas
by Ryosuke Motani
A Scientific American article

Fish-shaped reptiles called ichthyosaurs reigned over the oceans

for as long as dinosaurs roamed the land, but only recently have

paleontologists discovered why these creatures were so successful.

Picture a late autumn evening some 160 million years ago,

during the Jurassic time period, when dinosaurs inhabited

the continents. The setting sun hardly penetrates the shimmering

surface of a vast blue-green ocean, where a shadow glides silently

among the dark crags of a submerged volcanic ridge. When the

animal comes up for a gulp of evening air, it calls to mind a small

whale—but it cannot be. The first whale will not evolve for

another 100 million years. The shadow turns suddenly and now

stretches more than twice the height of a human being. That

realization becomes particularly chilling when its long, tooth-

filled snout tears through a school of squidlike creatures. 

The remarkable animal is Ophthalmosaurus, one of more

than 80 species now known to have constituted a group of sea

monsters called the ichthyosaurs, or fish-lizards. The smallest of

 



these animals was no longer than a human arm; the largest

exceeded 15 meters. Ophthalmosaurus fell into the medium-size

group and was by no means the most aggressive of the lot. Its

company would have been considerably more pleasant than that

of a ferocious Temnodontosaurus, or “cutting-tooth lizard,”

which sometimes dined on large vertebrates. 

When paleontologists uncovered the first ichthyosaur fossils

in the early 1800s, visions of these long-vanished beasts left them

awestruck. Dinosaurs had not yet been discovered, so every

unusual feature of ichthyosaurs seemed intriguing and mysterious.

Examinations of the fossils revealed that ichthyosaurs evolved

not from fish but from land-dwelling animals, which themselves

had descended from an ancient fish. How, then, did ichthyosaurs

make the transition back to life in the water? To which other

animals were they most related? And why did they evolve

bizarre characteristics, such as backbones that look like a stack

of hockey pucks and eyes as big around as bowling balls?

Despite these compelling questions, the opportunity to

unravel the enigmatic transformation from landlubbing reptiles

to denizens of the open sea would have to wait almost two cen-

turies. When dinosaurs such as Iguanodan grabbed the attention

of paleontologists in the 1830s, the novelty of the fish-lizards

faded away. Intense interest in the rulers of the Jurassic seas resur-

faced only a few years ago, thanks to newly available fossils from

Japan and China. Since then, fresh insights have come quickly.

Murky Origins 

Although most people forgot about ichthyosaurs in the early

1800s, a few paleontologists did continue to think about them

throughout the 19th century and beyond. What has been evident
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since their discovery is that the

ichthyosaurs’ adaptations for life

in water made them quite success-

ful. The widespread ages of the

fossils revealed that these beasts

ruled the ocean from about 245

million until about 90 million

years ago—roughly the entire era

that dinosaurs dominated the con-

tinents. Ichthyosaur fossils were

found all over the world, a sign

that they migrated extensively, just

as whales do today. And despite

their fishy appearance, ichthyosaurs

were obviously air-breathing rep-

tiles. They did not have gills, and

the configurations of their skull

and jawbones were undeniably

reptilian. What is more, they had

two pairs of limbs (fish have

none), which implied that their

ancestors once lived on land. 

Paleontologists drew these

conclusions based solely on the

exquisite skeletons of relatively

late, fish-shaped ichthyosaurs.

Bone fragments of the first

ichthyosaurs were not found until

1927. Somewhere along the line,

those early animals went on to
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While dinosaurs ruled the
land, the ichthyosaurs,
classified variously in the
Ichthyosauria or in the
Ichthyopterygia, shared the
seas of the world with the
other great groups of large
marine reptiles, the plesiosaurs
and mosasaurs. “Ichthyosaur”
means “fish lizard,” while
“Ichthyopterygia” means “fish
paddle.” Both names are apt.
The earliest ichthyosaurs had
long, flexible bodies and prob-
ably swam by undulating, like
living eels. More advanced
ichthyosaurs had compact,
very fishlike bodies with
crescent-shaped tails. The
shape of these ichthyosaurs is
like that of living tunas and
mackerels, which are the
fastest fish in the ocean; like
them, the later ichthyosaurs
were built for speed. The
paddles with which
ichthyosaurs swam have the
same basic plan as your hand
and arm, but the arm bones
are very short, while the fingers
have lengthened by developing
many more bones than the
three that make up each of
your fingers.



acquire a decidedly fishy body: stocky legs morphed into flippers,

and a boneless tail fluke and dorsal fin appeared. Not only were

the advanced, fish-shaped ichthyosaurs made for aquatic life,

they were made for life in the open ocean, far from shore. These

extreme adaptations to living in water meant that most of them

had lost key features—such as particular wrist and ankle

bones—that would have made it possible to recognize their distant

cousins on land. Without complete skeletons of the very first

ichthyosaurs, paleontologists could merely speculate that they

must have looked like lizards with flippers. 

The early lack of evidence so confused scientists that they

proposed almost every major vertebrate group—not only

reptiles such as lizards and crocodiles but also amphibians and

mammals—as close relatives of ichthyosaurs. As the 20th cen-

tury progressed, scientists learned better how to decipher the

relationships among various animal species. On applying the

new skills, paleontologists started to agree that ichthyosaurs

were indeed reptiles of the group Diapsida, which includes

snakes, lizards, crocodiles and dinosaurs. But exactly when

ichthyosaurs branched off the family tree remained uncertain—

until paleontologists in Asia recently unearthed new fossils of

the world’s oldest ichthyosaurs. 

The first big discovery occurred on the northeastern coast of

Honshu, the main island of Japan. The beach is dominated by

outcrops of slate, the layered black rock that is often used for the

expensive ink plates of Japanese calligraphy and that also har-

bors bones of the oldest ichthyosaur, Utatsusaurus. Most

Utatsusaurus specimens turn up fragmented and incomplete, but

a group of geologists from Hokkaido University excavated two

nearly complete skeletons in 1982. These specimens eventually
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became available for scientific study, thanks to the devotion of

Nachio Minoura and his colleagues, who spent much of the next

15 years painstakingly cleaning the slate-encrusted bones.

Because the bones are so fragile, they had to chip away the rock

carefully with fine carbide needles as they peered through a

microscope. As the preparation neared its end in 1995, Minoura,

who knew of my interest in ancient reptiles, invited me to join

the research team. When I saw the skeleton for the first time, I

knew that Utatsusaurus was exactly what paleontologists had

been expecting to find for years: an ichthyosaur that looked like

a lizard with flippers. Later that same year my colleague You

Hailu, then at the Institute for Vertebrate Paleontology and

Paleoanthropology in Beijing, showed me a second, newly

discovered fossil—the world’s most complete skeleton of

Chaohusaurus, another early ichthyosaur. Chaohusaurus occurs

in rocks the same age as those harboring remains of

Utatsusaurus, and it, too, had been found before only in bits and

pieces. The new specimen clearly

revealed the outline of a slender,

lizardlike body. 

Utatsusaurus and Chaohusaurus

illuminated at long last where

ichthyosaurs belonged on the ver-

tebrate family tree, because they

still retained some key features of

their land-dwelling ancestors.

Given the configurations of the

skull and limbs, my colleagues and

I think that ichthyosaurs branched

off from the rest of the diapsids
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Rare fossils have been
found that show ichthyosaurs
actually giving birth to live,
well-developed young;
ichthyosaurs never had to
leave the water to lay eggs.
In fact, from their stream-
lined, fishlike bodies, it
seems almost certain that
ichthyosaurs could not leave
the water. Yet they still
breathed air and lacked
gills, like modern whales.



near the separation of two major groups of living reptiles, lepi-

dosaurs (such as snakes and lizards) and archosaurs (such as

crocodiles and birds). Advancing the family-tree debate was a

great achievement, but the mystery of the ichthyosaurs’ evolution

remained unsolved.

From Feet to Flippers 

Perhaps the most exciting outcome of the discovery of these

two Asian ichthyosaurs is that scientists can now paint a vivid

picture of the elaborate adaptations that allowed their descendants

to thrive in the open ocean. The

most obvious transformation for

aquatic life is the one from feet to

flippers. In contrast to the slen-

der bones in the front feet of

most reptiles, all bones in the

front “feet” of the fish-shaped

ichthyosaurs are wider than they

are long. What is more, they are

all a similar shape. In most other

four-limbed creatures it is easy

to distinguish bones in the wrist

(irregularly rounded) from those

in the palm (long and cylindri-

cal). Most important, the bones

of fish-shaped ichthyosaurs are

closely packed—without skin in

between—to form a solid panel.

Having all the toes enclosed in a

single envelope of soft tissues
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Ichthyosaurs were not
dinosaurs, but represent a
separate group of marine
vertebrates. Because
ichthyosaurs were so special-
ized and modified for life in
the ocean, we don’t really
know which group of verte-
brates were their closest
relatives. They might have
been an offshoot of the
diapsids—the great vertebrate
group that includes the
dinosaurs and birds, the
pterosaurs, the lizards and
snakes, and many other
vertebrates. On the other
hand, some have suggested
that the ichthyosaurs were
descended from a distant
relative of the turtles.



would have enhanced the rigidity of the flippers, as it does in

living whales, dolphins, seals and sea turtles. Such soft tissues

also improve the hydrodynamic efficiency of the flippers because

they are streamlined in cross section—a shape impossible to

maintain if the digits are separated. 

But examination of fossils ranging from lizard- to fish-

shaped—especially those of intermediate forms—revealed that

the evolution from fins to feet was not a simple modification of

the foot’s five digits. Indeed, analyses of ichthyosaur limbs reveal

a complex evolutionary process in which digits were lost, added

and divided. Plotting the shape of fin skeletons along the family

tree of ichthyosaurs, for example, indicates that fish-shaped

ichthyosaurs lost the thumb bones present in the earliest

ichthyosaurs. Additional evidence comes from studying the

order in which digits became bony, or ossified, during the

growth of the fish-shaped ichthyosaur Stenopterygius, for which

we have specimens representing various growth stages. Later,

additional fingers appeared on both sides of the preexisting ones,

and some of them occupied the position of the lost thumb.

Needless to say, evolution does not always follow a continuous,

directional path from one trait to another.

Backbones Built for Swimming 

The new lizard-shaped fossils have also helped resolve the

origin of the skeletal structure of their fish-shaped descendants.

The descendants have backbones built from concave vertebrae

the shape of hockey pucks. This shape, though rare among diap-

sids, was always assumed to be typical of all ichthyosaurs. But

the new creatures from Asia surprised paleontologists by having

a much narrower backbone, composed of vertebrae shaped more
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like canisters of 35-millimeter film than hockey pucks. It

appeared that the vertebrae grew dramatically in diameter and

shortened slightly as ichthyosaurs evolved from lizard- to-fish-

shaped. But why? 

My colleagues and I found the answer in the swimming styles

of living sharks. Sharks, like ichthyosaurs, come in various

shapes and sizes. Cat sharks are slender and lack a tall tail fluke,

also known as a caudal fin, on their lower backs, as did early

ichthyosaurs. In contrast, mackerel sharks such as the great

white have thick bodies and a crescent-shaped caudal fin similar

to the later fish-shaped ichthyosaurs. Mackerel sharks swim by

swinging only their tails, whereas cat sharks undulate their entire

bodies. Undulatory swimming requires a flexible body, which cat

sharks achieve by having a large number of backbone segments.

They have about 40 vertebrae in the front part of their bodies—

the same number scientists find in the first ichthyosaurs, repre-

sented by Utatsusaurus and Chaohusaurus. (Modern reptiles

and mammals have only about 20.)

Undulatory swimmers, such as

cat sharks, can maneuver and

accelerate sufficiently to catch prey

in the relatively shallow water

above the continental shelf. Living

lizards also undulate to swim,

though not as efficiently as crea-

tures that spend all their time at

sea. It is logical to conclude, then,

that the first ichthyosaurs—which

looked like cat sharks and descend-

ed from a lizardlike ancestor—
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The first ichthyosaurs
appeared in the Triassic.
In the Jurassic, ichthyosaurs
reached their highest diversity,
and then began to decline.
The last ichthyosaurs disap-
peared in the Cretaceous—
several million years before the
last dinosaurs died out.
Whatever caused the extinction
of the dinosaurs did not cause
the ichthyosaurs to die out.



swam in the same fashion and lived in the environment above the

continental shelf.

Undulatory swimming enables predators to thrive near

shore, where food is abundant, but it is not the best choice for

an animal that has to travel long distances to find a meal.

Offshore predators, which hunt in the open ocean where food is

less concentrated, need a more energy-efficient swimming style.

Mackerel sharks solve this problem by having stiff bodies that

do not undulate as their tails swing back and forth. A crescent-

shaped caudal fin, which acts as an oscillating hydrofoil, also

improves their cruising efficiency. Fish-shaped ichthyosaurs had

such a caudal fin, and their thick body profile implies that they

probably swam like mackerel sharks.

Inspecting a variety of shark species reveals that the thicker

the body from top to bottom, the larger the diameter of the

vertebrae in the animal’s trunk. It seems that sharks and

ichthyosaurs solved the flexibility problem resulting from having

high numbers of body segments in similar ways. As the bodies of

ichthyosaurs thickened over time, the number of vertebrae

stayed about the same. To add support to the more voluminous

body, the backbone became at least one and a half times thicker

than those of the first ichthyosaurs. As a consequence of this

thickening, the body became less flexible, and the individual

vertebrae acquired their hockey-puck appearance. 

Drawn to the Deep 

The ichthyosaurs’ invasion of open water meant not only a

wider coverage of surface waters but also a deeper exploration

of the marine environment. We know from the fossilized stomach

contents of fish-shaped ichthyosaurs that they mostly ate squidlike
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creatures known as dibranchiate cephalopods. Squid-eating

whales hunt anywhere from about 100 to 1,000 meters deep and

sometimes down to 3,000 meters. The great range in depth is

hardly surprising considering that food resources are widely

scattered below about 200 meters. But to hunt down deep,

whales and other air-breathing divers have to go there and get

back to the surface in one breath—no easy task. Reducing energy

use during swimming is one of the best ways to conserve pre-

cious oxygen stored in their bodies. Consequently, deep divers

today have streamlined shapes that reduce drag—and so did

fish-shaped ichthyosaurs. 

Characteristics apart from diet and body shape also indicate

that at least some fish-shaped ichthyosaurs were deep divers.

The ability of an air-breathing diver to stay submerged depends

roughly on its body size: the heavier the diver, the more oxygen

it can store in its muscles, blood and certain other organs—and

the slower the consumption of oxygen per unit of body mass.

The evolution of a thick, stiff body increased the volume and

mass of fish-shaped ichthyosaurs relative to their predecessors.

Indeed, a fish-shaped ichthyosaur would have been up to six

times heavier than a lizard-shaped ichthyosaur of the same body

length. Fish-shaped ichthyosaurs also grew longer, further

augmenting their bulk. Calculations based on the aerobic

capacities of today’s air-breathing divers (mostly mammals and

birds) indicate that an animal the weight of fish-shaped

Ophthalmosaurus, which was about 950 kilograms, could hold

its breath for at least 20 minutes. A conservative estimate suggests,

then, that Ophthalmosaurus could easily have dived to 600

meters—possibly even 1,500 meters—and returned to the sur-

face in that time span. Bone studies also indicate that fish-shaped
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ichthyosaurs were deep divers. Limb bones and ribs of four-

limbed terrestrial animals include a dense outer shell that

enhances the strength needed to support a body on land. But that

dense layer is heavy. Because aquatic vertebrates are fairly

buoyant in water, they do not need the extra strength it provides.

In fact, heavy bones (which are little help for oxygen storage)

can impede the ability of deep divers to return to the surface. A

group of French biologists has established that modern deep-

diving mammals solve that problem by making the outer shell of

their bones spongy and less dense. The same type of spongy layer

also encases the bones of fish-shaped ichthyosaurs, which

implies that they, too, benefited from lighter skeletons. 

Perhaps the best evidence for the deep-diving habits of later

ichthyosaurs is their remarkably large eyes, up to 23 centimeters

across in the case of Ophthalmosaurus. Relative to body size,

that fish-shaped ichthyosaur had the biggest eyes of any animal

ever known. 

The size of their eyes also suggests that visual capacity

improved as ichthyosaurs moved up the family tree. These esti-

mates are based on measurements of the sclerotic ring, a dough-

nut-shaped bone that was embedded in their eyes. (Humans do

not have such a ring—it was lost in mammalian ancestors—but

most other vertebrates have bones in their eyes.) In the case of

ichthyosaurs, the ring presumably helped to maintain the shape

of the eye against the forces of water passing by as the animals

swam, regardless of depth. 

The diameter of the sclerotic ring makes it possible to calculate

the eye’s minimum f-number—an index, used to rate camera

lenses, for the relative brightness of an optical system. The lower

the number, the brighter the image and therefore the shorter the
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exposure time required. Low-quality lenses have a value of f/3.5

and higher; high-quality lenses have values as low as f/1.0. The

f-number for the human eye is about 2.1, whereas the number

for the eye of a nocturnal cat is about 0.9. Calculations suggest

that a cat would be capable of seeing at depths of 500 meters or

greater in most oceans. Ophthalmosaurus also had a minimum

f-number of about 0.9, but with its much larger eyes, it probably

could outperform a cat. 

Gone for Good 

Many characteristics of ichthyosaurs—including the shape of

their bodies and backbones, the size of their eyes, their aerobic

capacity, and their habitat and diet—seem to have changed in a

connected way during their evolution, although it is not possible

to judge what is the cause and what is the effect. Such adapta-

tions enabled ichthyosaurs to reign for 155 million years. New

fossils of the earliest of these sea dwellers are now making it

clear just how they evolved so successfully for aquatic life, but

still no one knows why ichthyosaurs went extinct.

Loss of habitat may have clinched the final demise of lizard-

shaped ichthyosaurs, whose inefficient, undulatory swimming

style limited them to near-shore environments. A large-scale drop

in sea level could have snuffed out these creatures along with

many others by eliminating their shallow-water niche. Fish-shaped

ichthyosaurs, on the other hand, could make a living in the open

ocean, where they would have had a better chance of survival.

Because their habitat never disappeared, something else must have

eliminated them. The period of their disappearance roughly corre-

sponds to the appearance of advanced sharks, but no one has

found direct evidence of competition between the two groups. 
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Scientists may never fully explain the extinction of

ichthyosaurs. But as paleontologists and other investigators con-

tinue to explore their evolutionary history, we are sure to learn a

great deal more about how these fascinating creatures lived. 

Ryosuke Motani, who was born in Tokuyama, Japan, is a researcher in
the department of paleobiology at the Royal Ontario Museum in
Toronto. As a child he found ichthyosaurs uninteresting. (“They
looked too ordinary in my picture books,” he recalls.) But his view
changed during his undergraduate years at the University of Tokyo,
after a paleontology professor allowed him to study the only domestic
reptilian fossil they had: an ichthyosaur. “I quickly fell in love with
these noble beasts,” he says. Motani went on to explore ichthyosaur
evolution for his doctoral degree from the University of Toronto in
1997. A fellowship from the Miller Institute then took him to the
University of California, Berkeley, for postdoctoral research. He
moved back to Canada in September 1999.
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Origins of Modern Humans:
Multiregional or Out of Africa?
by Donald Johanson

One of the most hotly debated issues in paleoanthropology

(the study of human origins) focuses on the origins of

modern humans, Homo sapiens. (9,10, 3, 6,13,15,14) Roughly

100,000 years ago, the Old World was occupied by a morpho-

logically diverse group of hominids. In Africa and the Middle

East there was Homo sapiens; in

Asia, Homo erectus; and in

Europe, Homo neanderthalensis.

However, by 30,000 years ago this

taxonomic diversity vanished and

humans everywhere had evolved

into the anatomically and behav-

iorally modern form. The nature of this transformation is the

focus of great deliberation between two schools of thought: one

that stresses multiregional continuity and the other that suggests

a single origin for modern humans. 
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Around 30,000 years ago,
humans were anatomically
and behaviorally similar
throughout the world.



Understanding the Issue

The Multiregional Continuity Model (15) contends that after

Homo erectus left Africa and dispersed into other portions of the

Old World, regional populations slowly evolved into modern

humans. This model contains the

following components: 

ä some level of gene flow
between geographically sepa-
rated populations prevented
speciation, after the dispersal

ä all living humans derive from the species Homo erectus that
left Africa nearly two million years ago

ä natural selection in regional populations, ever since their
original dispersal, is responsible for the regional variants
(sometimes called races) we see today

ä the emergence of Homo sapiens was not restricted to any one
area, but was a phenomenon that occurred throughout the
entire geographic range where humans lived

In contrast, the Out of Africa Model (13) asserts that mod-

ern humans evolved relatively recently in Africa, migrated into

Eurasia, and replaced all populations which had descended from

Homo erectus. Critical to this model are the following tenets: 

ä after Homo erectus migrated
out of Africa, the different
populations became repro-
ductively isolated, evolving
independently, and in some
cases like the Neanderthals,
into separate species
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Multiregional theory: homo
erectus left Africa 2 mya to
become homo sapiens in
different parts of the world.

Out of Africa theory: homo
sapiens arose in Africa and
migrated to other parts of
the world to replace other
hominid species, including
homo erectus.
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ä Homo sapiens arose in one place, probably Africa (geo-
graphically this includes the Middle East)

ä Homo sapiens ultimately
migrated out of Africa and
replaced all other human pop-
ulations, without interbreeding 

ä modern human variation is a
relatively recent phenomenon 

The multiregional view posits

that genes from all human popu-

lations of the Old World flowed

between different regions and, by

mixing together, contributed to

what we see today as fully mod-

ern humans. The replacement

hypothesis suggests that the genes

in fully modern humans all came

out of Africa. As these peoples

migrated they replaced all other

human populations with little or

no interbreeding.

To understand this controversy,

the anatomical, archaeological,

and genetic evidence needs to

be evaluated. 

Anatomical Evidence

Sometime prior to 1 million

years ago early hominids, sometimes

referred to as Homo ergaster, exited

GLOSSARY

Gene flow—the flow of
genes from one population
to another. 

Genetic drift—the change of
gene frequency from one
generation to another caused
by the cumulative effects of
random fluctuations, rather
than by natural selection.

Mitochondrial DNA—the
DNA found only in the
mitochondria (the power-
houses of the cell) and inher-
ited only from the mother.

Morphology—the scientific
study of the form and
structure of organisms.

Paleoanthropology—the
study of human origins, the
study of the fossil and
cultural remains of extinct
human ancestors.

Taxonomy—the classification
of organisms into groups
according to their relation-
ships and the ordering of
these groups into a
hierarchical arrangement.



Africa and dispersed into other parts of the Old World. Living in

disparate geographical areas, their morphology became diversi-

fied through the processes of genetic drift and natural selection.

ä In Asia these hominids evolved into Peking Man and Java
Man, collectively referred to as Homo erectus.

ä In Europe and western Asia they evolved into the Neanderthals. 

Neanderthals lived in quasi-isolation in Europe during a

long, relatively cool period that even included glaciations.

Neanderthals are distinguished by a unique set of anatomical

features, including: 

ä a large, long, low cranial vault with a well-developed double-
arched browridge 

ä a massive facial skeleton with a very projecting mid-face,
backward sloping cheeks, and large nasal aperture, with
large nasal sinuses 

ä an oddly shaped occipital region of the skull with a bulge
or bun

ä molars with enlarged pulp chambers, and large, often very
heavily worn incisors 

ä a mandible lacking a chin and possessing a large gap behind
the last molar 

ä a massive thorax, and relatively short forearms and lower legs 

ä although short in stature they possessed robustly built
skeletons with thick-walled limb bones 

ä long clavicles and very wide scapulas 
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By 130,000 years ago, following

a prolonged period of independent

evolution in Europe, Neanderthals

were so anatomically distinct that

they are best classified as a separate

species—Homo neanderthalensis. This is a classic example of

geographic isolation leading to a speciation event. 

In contrast, at roughly the same time, in Africa, a body plan

essentially like our own had appeared. While these early Homo

sapiens were anatomically modern, they were not behaviorally

modern. It is significant that modern anatomy evolved prior to

modern behavior. These early sapiens were characterized by: 

ä a cranial vault with a vertical forehead, rounded occipital
and reduced brow ridge

ä a reduced facial skeleton lacking a projecting mid-face

ä a lower jaw sporting a chin

ä a more modern, less robustly built skeleton

Hence, the anatomical and paleogeographic evidence sug-

gests that Neanderthals and early modern humans had been

isolated from one another and were evolving separately into

two distinct species.

Archaeological Evidence

Very interestingly, while Neanderthals and early Homo sapiens

were distinguished from one another by a suite of obvious

anatomical features, archaeologically they were very similar.

Hominids of the Middle Stone Age of Africa (H. sapiens) and

their contemporary Middle Paleolithic Neanderthals of Europe

had artifact assemblages characterized as follows:
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species from Neanderthals
and other hominids.



ä little variation in stone tool types, with a preponderance of
flake tools that are difficult to sort into discrete categories

ä over long periods of time and wide geographical distances
there was general similarity in tool kits

ä a virtual lack of tools fashioned out of bone, antler or ivory 

ä burials lacked grave goods and signs of ritual or ceremony 

ä hunting was usually limited to less dangerous species, and
evidence for fishing is absent 

ä population densities were apparently low

ä no evidence of living structures exist, and fireplaces are
rudimentary

ä evidence for art or decoration is also lacking 

The archaeological picture changed dramatically around

40,000–50,000 years ago with the appearance of behaviorally

modern humans. This was an abrupt and dramatic change in

subsistence patterns, tools and symbolic expression. The stun-

ning change in cultural adaptation was not merely a quantitative

one, but one that represented a

significant departure from all ear-

lier human behavior, reflecting a

major qualitative transformation.

It was literally a “creative explo-

sion” which exhibited the “tech-

nological ingenuity, social formations, and ideological complex-

ity of historic hunter-gatherers.” (7) This human revolution is

precisely what made us who we are today. 
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The appearance of fully modern behavior apparently

occurred in Africa earlier than anywhere else in the Old World,

but spread very quickly, due to population movements into other

geographical regions. The Upper Paleolithic lifestyle, as it was

called, was based essentially on hunting and gathering. So suc-

cessful was this cultural adaptation that, until roughly 11,000

years ago, hominids worldwide were subsisting essentially as

hunter-gatherers. 

In the Upper Paleolithic of Eurasia, or the Late Stone Age as

it is called in Africa, the archaeological signature stands in strong

contrast to that of the Middle Paleolithic/Middle Stone Age. It

was characterized by significant innovation:

ä a remarkable diversity in stone tool types 

ä tool types showed significant change over time and space

ä artifacts were regularly fashioned out of bone, antler and
ivory, in addition to stone 

ä stone artifacts were made primarily on blades and were eas-
ily classified into discrete categories, presumably reflecting
specialized use 

ä burials were accompanied by ritual or ceremony and con-
tained a rich diversity of grave goods 

ä living structures and well-designed fireplaces were constructed 

ä hunting of dangerous animal species and fishing occurred
regularly

ä higher population densities

ä abundant and elaborate art as well as items of personal
adornment were widespread
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ä raw materials such as flint and shells were traded over some
distances 

Homo sapiens of the Upper Paleolithic/Late Stone Age was

quintessentially modern in appearance and behavior. Precisely

how this transformation occurred is not well understood, but it

apparently was restricted to Homo sapiens and did not occur in

Neanderthals. Some archaeologists invoke a behavioral expla-

nation for the change. For example, Soffer (11) suggests that

changes in social relations, such as development of the nuclear

family, played a key role in bringing about the transformation. 

Klein (7), on the other hand, proffers the notion that it was

probably a biological change brought about by mutations that

played the key role in the emergence of behaviorally modern

humans. His biologically based explanation implies that a major

neural reorganization of the brain

resulted in a significant enhance-

ment in the manner in which the

brain processed information. This

is a difficult hypothesis to test

since brains do not fossilize. But it

is significant that no changes are seen in the shape of the skulls

between earlier and later Homo sapiens. It can only be surmised

from the archaeological record, which contains abundant evidence

for ritual and art, that these Upper Paleolithic/Late Stone Age

peoples possessed language abilities equivalent to our own. For

many anthropologists this represents the final evolutionary leap

to full modernity.

Shortly after fully modern humans entered Europe, roughly

40,000 years ago, the Neanderthals began a fairly rapid decline,
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culminating in their disappearance roughly 30,000 years ago.

Neanderthals were apparently no match for the technologically

advanced fully modern humans who invaded Europe, and evidence

for interbreeding of these two types of hominids is equivocal.

Genetic Evidence

Investigation of the patterns of genetic variation in modern

human populations supports the view that the origin of Homo

sapiens is the result of a recent event that is consistent with the

Out of Africa Model.

ä Studies of contemporary DNA, especially mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) which occurs only in the cellular organelles
called mitochondria, reveal that humans are astonishingly
homogeneous, with relatively little genetic variation. (1,5)

ä The high degree of similarity between human populations
stands in strong contrast to the condition seen in our closest
living relatives, the chimpanzees. (2) In fact, there is signifi-
cantly more genetic variation between two individual chim-
panzees drawn from the same population than there is
between two humans drawn
randomly from a single popu-
lation. Furthermore, genetic
variation between populations
of chimpanzees is enormously
greater than differences
between European, Asian and
African human populations. 

ä In support of an African origin for Homo sapiens the work
of Cann and Wilson (1) has demonstrated that the highest
level of genetic variation in mtDNA occurs in African popu-
lations. This implies that Homo sapiens arose first in Africa
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and has therefore had a longer period of time to accumulate
genetic diversity. Using the genetic distance between African
populations and others as a measure of time, they further-
more suggested that Homo sapiens arose between 100,000
and 400,000 years ago in Africa. 

ä The low amount of genetic variation in modern human pop-
ulations suggests that our origins may reflect a relatively
small founding population for Homo sapiens. Analysis of
mtDNA by Rogers and Harpending (12) supports the view
that a small population of Homo sapiens, numbering per-
haps only 10,000 to 50,000 people, left Africa somewhere
between 50,000 and 100,000 years ago.

ä Scientists recently succeeded in extracting DNA from several
Neanderthal skeletons. (8) After careful analysis of particular-
ly the mtDNA, but now also some nuclear DNA, it is apparent
that Neanderthal DNA is very distinct from our own. In assess-
ing the degree of difference between DNA in Neanderthals and
modern humans, the authors suggest that these two lineages
have been separated for more than 400,000 years.

Although in its infancy, such

genetic studies support the view

that Neanderthals did not inter-

breed with Homo sapiens who

migrated into Europe. It is, there-

fore, highly likely that modern

humans do not carry Neanderthal

genes in their DNA.

Additional Considerations

The chronology in the Middle East does not support the

Multiregional Model where Neanderthals and anatomically

modern humans overlapped for a long period of time. 
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ä Cave sites in Israel, most notably Qafzeh and Skhul, date to
nearly 100,000 years and contain skeletons of anatomically
modern humans. Furthermore, Neanderthal remains are
known from sites such as the 110,000-year-old Tabun cave,
which predates the earliest Homo sapiens by about 10,000
years in the region.

ä The presence of Neanderthals at two other caves in Israel,
Amud and Kebara, dated to roughly 55,000 years means
that Neanderthals and Homo sapiens overlapped in this
region for at least 55,000 years. Therefore, if Homo sapiens
were in this region for some 55,000 years prior to the disap-
pearance of the Neanderthals, there is no reason to assume
that Neanderthals evolved into modern humans.

ä Archaeological evidence from Europe suggests that
Neanderthals may have survived in the Iberian Peninsula
until perhaps as recently as 30,000 to 35,000 years ago.
Fully modern humans first appear in Europe at around
35,000-40,000 years ago, bringing with them an Upper
Paleolithic tool tradition referred to as the Aurignacian.
Hence, Neanderthals and fully modern humans may have
overlapped for as much as 10,000 years in Europe. Again,
with fully modern humans on the scene, it is not necessary to
have Neanderthals evolve into modern humans, further bol-
stering the view that humans replaced Neanderthals. 

ä The situation in southern France is, however, not quite as
clear. Here, at several sites, dating to roughly 40,000 years,
there is evidence of an archaeological industry called the
Châtelperronian that contains elements of Middle and
Upper Paleolithic artifacts. Hominids from these sites are
clearly Neanderthals, sparking speculation that the
Châtelperronian is an example of Neanderthals mimicking
the culture of modern humans. The lack of anatomical
intermediates at these sites, suggests that if Neanderthals
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did encounter and borrow some technology from Homo
sapiens, they did not interbreed. 

ä A potential 24,500-year-old Neanderthal/sapiens hybrid was
announced from the site of Lagar Velho, Portugal. (4) This
4-year-old has a short, squat body like a Neanderthal, but
possesses an anatomically modern skull. There are a number
of problems with interpreting this find as a Neanderthal/sapi-
ens hybrid. (14) First of all, as a hybrid it should have a
mixture of traits throughout its body and not possess the
body of a Neanderthal and skull of a modern human. For
example, if we look at hybrids of lions and tigers they do not
possess the head of one species and the body of the other, but
exhibit a morphological mixture of the two species.
Secondly, and more importantly, acceptance of this specimen
as a hybrid would suggest that Neanderthal traits had been
retained for some 6,000 to 10,000 years after Neanderthals
went extinct, which is highly unlikely. This is theoretically
unlikely since Neanderthal traits would have been genetically
swamped by the Homo sapiens genes over such a protracted
period of time. 

ä Proponents of the Multiregional Model, such as Milford
Wolpoff, cite evidence in Asia of regional continuity. They
see an evolutionary link between ancient Homo erectus in
Java right through to Australian aborigines. A possible prob-
lem with this view is that recent dating of late surviving
Homo erectus in Indonesia suggests that they survived here
until 50,000 years ago, which is potentially when fully
modern humans may have arrived in the region from Africa.
China may contain the best evidence for supporting the
Multiregional Model. Here there are discoveries of a couple
of skulls dated to roughly 100,000 years ago that seem to
possess a mixture of classic Homo erectus and Homo sapiens
traits. Better geological dating and more complete specimens
are needed to more fully assess this possibility.
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Conclusion

For the moment, the majority of anatomical, archaeological

and genetic evidence gives credence to the view that fully modern

humans are a relatively recent evolutionary phenomenon. The

current best explanation for the beginning of modern humans

is the Out of Africa Model that postulates a single, African origin

for Homo sapiens. The major neurological and cultural inno-

vations that characterized the appearance of fully modern

humans has proven to be remarkably successful, culminating in

our dominance of the planet at the expense of all earlier

hominid populations.

Paleoanthropologist Donald C. Johanson, is professor of anthropol-
ogy and director of the Institute of Human Origins at Arizona State
University. He is best known for his discovery of “Lucy,” a 3.2
million-year old Australopithecus afarensis skeleton he found in
1974 in Ethiopia. His books include Lucy: The Beginnings of
Humankind and, most recently, From Lucy to Language. Dr.
Johanson hosted the Emmy-nominated NOVA television series In
Search of Human Origins. Website: www.becominghuman.org
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Macroevolution: Evolution on a Big Scale
by David Jablonski

The study of macroevolution, or evolution above the species

level, involves a change in scale and a change in approach

from that of microevolution. Macroevolution is concerned with

origins, diversifications and extinctions over the sweep of geo-

logic time: what the embryologist C.H. Waddington called “The

whole real guts of evolution, how we get horses and tigers and

things.” The invasion of land by plants and animals, the deriva-

tion of wings in bats, pterosaurs and birds from the forelimbs of

their respective ancestors, and the evolutionary explosion of

mammals after 120 million years of life in the nooks and crannies

of the dinosaurs’ world, are just a few of the dramatic events that

fall under this heading. 

This means that much of macroevolution, like astronomy, is

an historical science, a matter of reconstructing history and testing

hypotheses of ancient cause-and-effect using evidence from the

fossil record, embryology, molecular biology and other geological

and biological sciences. What is sometimes not appreciated is

that these different lines of evidence tend to converge on a single

 



picture; their disagreements are almost always in the details, and

even the larger remaining points of contention make sense in

terms of the weaknesses and biases of one style of research or

another. I’m going to review a few major points in order to

clarify the outlines of an emerging macroevolutionary consensus

(while acknowledging that this a very active field and that con-

sensus does not imply unanimity).

1. Speciation is too slow to be easily observed by the biologist,

but from the perspective of the fossil record, speciation is often

too fast!

The fossil record contains many beautiful examples of the

evolutionary transformation of one—morphologically defined—

species to another, but these mainly occur in a few environments

that are particularly good at recording the fine details of a time

sequence: in lakes that accumulate annual beds of silt, for

example, or in deep-sea deposits that record the steady rain of

plankton from the surface waters. In contrast, the land-surface is

more continuously subject to erosion than the sea floor, with

catch basins like lakes and swamps tending to be geologically

short-lived, so the terrestrial record will be patchier and less

complete than the marine record. 

The operation of plate tectonics, consuming the Earth’s crust

in subduction zones and smashing continental edges into mountain

ranges during collisions, creates a record that becomes more

patchy with age: the vast Precambrian interval is the first 80

percent of earth history, but it now provides only 10 percent of

the rock record. This is a basic point about the nature of the fos-

sil record: it’s undeniably incomplete and imperfect (as is our

knowledge of the living biota, of course), but it’s imperfect in
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ways that make sense from what we know about how sediments

accumulate and rocks form. Similarly, the nature of the record is

a logical consequence of the biology of the organisms that con-

tribute to it. Hardparts more readily resist physical and chemical

destruction, so the record of organisms with shells, teeth or

tough pollen grains is more complete than the record for flimsier

creatures. Rare species will be less frequently preserved than

abundant ones, localized species will be less frequently preserved

than widespread ones. Common-sense rules like these (which are

now being put into quantitative terms) go a long way towards

explaining the unevenness of the fossil record: fabulous for

shelled, marine microplankton, not very good for dinosaurs or

early hominids, and miserable for earthworms and slugs.

2. “Punctuated equilibrium” is a hypothesis about evolution-

ary change at the species level.

This most famous of macroevolutionary concepts has been

wildly overextended and misused, but it simply states that

species tend to be morphologically static over most of their his-

tories, and that most changes in form occur in close association

with the geologically-rapid splitting of populations into new

species. Everyone now agrees that both stasis and splitting are

common, but that gradual change and non-branching evolution

also occur and may even dominate in some situations; notice

these alternatives can be tested even if the fossil record is

bunched into packages separated by gaps of missing or fossil-

free rocks. We can recognize stasis in species form even using

widely spaced samples (one photo per decade can demonstrate

that the Statue of Liberty hasn’t changed much since it was

installed in New York Harbor), and we can detect lineage splitting
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whenever the ancestral species outlives the first appearance of its

descendent. Note that this doesn’t require that all new species be

morphologically distinct, only that species-level changes in mor-

phology arise at splitting events and not by continuous change of

the kinds of large, widespread populations that can be studied in

the fossil record.

The most exciting research in this area now focuses on testing

for regular patterns in the distribution of stasis versus gradual

change, and in splitting versus unidirectional evolution among

species in different major groups, life-habits, environments or

regions; on testing hypotheses for the mechanisms of stasis (the

punctuations are geologically rapid but slow on biological

timescales and thus consistent with an array of speciation mech-

anisms); and on exploring the macroevolutionary implications of

stasis and lineage-splitting (some argue, for example, that if

species are static through much of their history, then large-scale

trends, e.g. from primitive to modern horses, must arise via

differences in speciation and extinction rates among different

sublineages within a larger group).

3. The topology of evolution is a bush, not a ladder.

As biologists and paleontologists gain a fuller picture of the

large-scale outlines of evolutionary history, it has become abun-

dantly clear that our basic view of evolution at this scale should

not be a ladder or any other icon of directional, progressive

change, but a bush with many branches, stems and twigs. This

in no way undermines the role of natural selection and other

forces at the population level, but when we take a step back

and look at the broader outlines, evolutionary lineages must

diversify if they are to withstand even the relatively low levels
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of “background” extinction that prevail over much of geologic

time. Complex evolutionary transitions, e.g. from dinosaur to

bird, or from small, multi-toed ancestral horses to their large,

hooved descendants, do not occur as single mutational steps or as

a simple parade of increasingly more modern forms. Instead, these

major shifts generally occur within a swarm of related lineages.

4. At higher levels, the fossil record is rich in “missing
links.”

We can hardly expect the fossil record to capture every single

species within those swarms of transitional lineages, but we have

a spectacular sample of intermediate forms between the many of

the major groups of plants and animals. For example, an exqui-

site sample of intermediate forms are now known for the transi-

tions from “fish” to tetrapods, from “reptiles” to mammals,

dinosaurs to birds (or, strictly speaking, non-avian dinosaurs to

birds). Intermediate fossils for many other lineages within these

groups, for example whales, horses and, for that matter, humans,

are also being increasingly well-documented as exploration and

analysis continues. Mosaic evolution is clearly the rule—that is

different anatomical features (and presumably behavioral, phys-

iological . . .) evolve at different rates and different times. Thus,

the earliest known bird, Archaeopteryx, has features typical of

modern birds, like feathers and a wishbone, but retains the

dinosaurian tail, clawed forelimbs, pelvis and teeth of its ances-

tors; slightly younger forms evolved a more birdlike, perching

hindlimb and pelvis, but still retain those teeth and forelimb

claws, and so on. Human evolution operated in the same way,

with upright posture evolving before the short face and large

cranial capacity of modern humans.
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5. Major changes in morphology don’t always require
major genetic changes.

Remarkable advances in developmental biology are beginning

to merge with the study of macroevolution. We now understand

that striking differences in morphology and behavior need not

correspond to massive genetic differences, but instead may arise

by relatively modest changes in the timing, duration or location

of gene expression. Development of fertilized egg into complex,

multicelluar adult is orchestrated by a complex hierarchy of

genes, which is now being probed by molecular developmental

biologists. Many of the major control genes, such as those that

establish the body axes of the embryo or that, like the Hox

genes, that provide positional assignments along the anterior-

posterior axis, are conserved throughout all animals. Changes in

the expression of those control genes must have been involved in

some of the major evolution transitions during the initial radia-

tion of animals. 

Such changes have also been implicated in more modest

changes as well, such as changes in limb morphology in arthropod

evolution. These control genes result in an embryo that develops

in modular fashion, with semi-independent regions, so that limb

development, for example, can proceed even if jaw development

has changed. This helps to explain the mosaic evolution pattern

mentioned above. The role of gene regulation in shaping major

evolutionary changes also helps to explain how apes and

humans can be genetically so similar (differing by only 50 genes

out of ca 80,000 by a recent estimate): our differences with our

closest living relatives must reside almost entirely in changes in

the expression pattern of genes. 
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Despite this modularity and the existence of major regula-

tory genes, development is not infinitely flexible: an embryo

must retain viability at every step and must give rise to an inte-

grated adult body. This constrains the direction of feasible

evolutionary changes.

Further, because some aspects of development can become

deeply entrenched as precursors to later developmental steps, the

traces of past evolutionary history are almost always retained.

Thus, when reptiles went back to the sea and evolved into

ichthyosaurs, and when mammals evolved into dolphins, they

converged on a shark-like morphology owing to the stringent

adaptive requirements of their predatory marine lifestyles, but

they retained many tell-tale reptilian and mammalian characters.

Developmental programs are too complex, and evolutionary

history too long and peculiar for each lineage, to permit true

evolutionary irreversibility at this scale.

6. Major evolutionary events are pulses in geologic time.

One of the triumphs of evolutionary paleobiology has been

the clear documentation that the history of life has not been a

steady increase in numbers or a simple linear trajectory towards

the modern world. Instead, the story is one of rapid radiations,

long plateaus in biodiversity and mass extinctions. The

Cambrian Explosion marks the appearance of most multicellular

animal designs (all but one of the living phyla having preservable

skeletons plus a number of problematic forms) within a 10-mil-

lion-year window starting about 530 million years ago (Ma).

This event, which lasted less than 0.5 percent of the history of

the Earth to that point, and less than 2 percent of the time from

the base of the Cambrian period to the present day, certainly
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represents a geologically explosive appearance of animal body

plans, recognizable not only in tallies of phylum-level taxa but

in analyses that directly quantify morphological variety. The

relation of those first appearances to their actual time of evolu-

tionary origination is a hot topic, but the simultaneous increase

in the number, size and complexity of tracks and burrows in

and on the sediment is strong evidence that a major part of the

evolutionary action was in fact within the Cambrian explosion

interval; the trigger mechanism is a focus of intensive research. 

We have an increasingly good picture of the run-up to the

explosion, with evidence of early metazoans in the form of

minute trails from rocks as old as 600 Ma in the late Precambrian

(Neoproterozoic), astonishingly well-preserved eggs and embyros

exhibiting well-defined cleavage stages at around 570 Ma, more

elaborate trails and burrows at the redefined base of the

Cambrian Period at 543 Ma, and a steadily expanding diversity

of small shelly forms from 543 to the explosion proper at 530

Ma. One minor lineage recorded within the great range of new

body forms were the primitive chordates, which eventually gave

rise to the major vertebrate diversifications.

Additional pulses of diversification—though none so dra-

matic as the Cambrian explosion—represent events that opened

major ecological opportunities to evolutionary lineages. The

invasion of land by plants, invertebrates and, finally, vertebrates

is followed by waves of evolutionary experimentation and diver-

sification. We are increasingly coming to realize that mass

extinctions play an important role in evolution, by removing

dominant forms and providing opportunities for the survivors to

diversify in their place. The exuberant radiation of mammals

after the demise of the dinosaurs and related forms at the end of
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the Mesozoic Era (at the end of the Cretaceous Period) is the

most famous example, but similar patterns are seen after each of

the “Big Five” mass extinctions. The marine fauna familiar to

today’s beachcomber and skin diver was profoundly shaped by

the great end-Paleozoic mass extinction (at the end of the

Permian Period), which removed roughly 95 percent of marine

species and permanently altered the balance of life in the seas.

This is not to say that the accelerating extinctions of the present-

day faunas and floras under pressure from human activities can

be seen in a natural or positive light: recoveries from mass

extinctions are painfully slow on human timescales (5-10 million

years for reef systems for example), and the most persistent

survivors need have no relation to human needs.

David Jablonski is a professor at the University of Chicago. From the
Society for the Study of Evolution, NABT Convention, Reno, NV,
Nov. 4, 1998. Reprinted with permission.
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Patterns and Processes of Macroevolution —
Examples from the Evolutionary History of
Dinosaurs
by Timothy Rowe

Introduction

Macroevolution describes the pattern of evolutionary history

as it has played out over the grand scale of geological

time. The origins of the major living lineages, the emergence of

key adaptations and the exploitation of novel adaptive niches

are among the issues considered under the umbrella of

macroevolution.

One of the major problems in understanding macroevolution

involves mapping historical patterns. Although a lot is known

about biological processes operating today, such as genetic

mutation and speciation, only after the historical pattern of evo-

lution has been mapped can we begin to determine what processes

have occurred historically. Most debate about evolutionary

process is a result of underlying uncertainty on pattern. So, how

can we know the pattern of evolutionary events that occurred

millions of years ago?
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Historical Background

One of the oldest and most persistent problems of macroevo-

lution involves the origin of birds and the evolution of flight.

This was one of the first challenges thrown at the theory of

evolution when Darwin published his revolutionary book On

the Origin of Species in 1859. At that time it seemed an

intractable problem because no transitional forms were known

between birds and other vertebrates. Critics challenged that

Darwin’s mechanistic theory of natural selection couldn’t

explain how complex new organs like feathers or complex new

functions like flight could have evolved gradually and via transi-

tional stages. The thought of a transitional, partly flying bird

was like the thought of being partly pregnant. How could flight

have evolved from non-flying ancestors without the force of

gravity killing all the transitional species? The origin of birds and

the evolution of flight provided one of the first great battle-

grounds for the theory of evolution by natural selection.

Dinosaurs provided the first key insights into an under-

standing of how birds and avian flight might have evolved.

When Darwin’s book hit the newsstands, the scientific image of

dinosaurs was that they were all “fearfully great” saurians, that

they were all gigantic extinct behemoths. Then, in 1860, a tiny

dinosaur named Compsognathus was discovered in the famous

Solnhofen limestones of Bavaria. A developmental biologist and

early evolutionist named Carl Gegenbaur had been studying the

development of the skeleton in modern birds. When he learned

about the structure of the ankle in Compsognathus, he saw fea-

tures that are present in embryonic stages of modern birds and

was the first to make the connection that birds are descendants

of dinosaurs. That same year, the discovery of the primitive



toothed bird Archaeopteryx showed a transitional stage between

Compsognathus and flying birds. Archaeopteryx preserved

feathers like modern birds, along with a bony tail and other

skeletal features more characteristic of reptiles. By 1870, scien-

tists had discovered many transitional features between birds

and dinosaurs.

The Problem in Mapping Macroevolutionary Pattern

So, if scientists in 1870 found evidence linking living birds to

extinct dinosaurs, why does a controversy still persist?

Newspapers are full of accounts of disagreement on the ancestry

of birds. The answer to this question is the idea of convergent

evolution or homoplasy. Different, unrelated species can inde-

pendently evolve similar solutions to common environmental

challenges. For example, both birds and bats have wings, but no

one today believes that they inherited wings from a common

ancestor that could fly. Although similarities are generally indi-

cations of relationship, we can be fooled by homoplasy.

At this point it is instructive to ask, “How do we know that

the wing in birds and bats evolved convergently?” To answer, we

believe that bats are mammals and unrelated to birds because

bats have hair, mammary glands, a placenta and many, many

other features that indicate their relationship to other mammals.

Birds, on the other hand, have molecular and anatomical struc-

tures that indicate they are related to reptiles. There are also

many transitional fossils that indicate bats to be branches of the

mammalian family tree whereas birds are branches on the rep-

tilian family tree. When all the evidence is considered, it is far

simpler to believe that wings evolved convergently than to believe

that birds and bats belong to the same flying lineage. We tend to
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prefer explanations that take into account all of the evidence over

explanations that account for only some of the evidence.

Today’s Perspective on the Origin of Birds

Modern computer-assisted techniques enable biologists to

map historical patterns by comparing huge numbers of anatom-

ical and molecular details. In short, we try to find the simplest

hierarchical pattern that explains all of our observations. In the

case of the origin of birds, our evidence comes from the anatomy

of living species along with the anatomy of fossils. Hundreds of

characters have been observed and compared, and there is one

overwhelming pattern. Although there are also homoplastic

characters in this pattern, the majority of the evidence indicates

that birds lie on a branch of the dinosaurian family tree. In a bio-

logical sense, birds are dinosaurs, and only some dinosaurs

became extinct.

One reason that this has been controversial is that Mesozoic

dinosaurs were highly diversified and many look nothing like

birds. Stegosaurs, ceratopsians, the giant sauropods and many

other groups look nothing like birds. But there is one group—the

carnivorous theropod dinosaurs—that has many detailed resem-

blances to modern birds. Even the theropods are very diverse,

and some of their members, like Tyrannosaurus rex, are off on

their own extinct side branches. However, one lineage of persist-

ently small theropods manifests a hierarchy of unique features

that are still present in modern birds.

Since the discovery of Compsognathus and Archaeopteryx a

century and a half ago, many new theropod fossils have been dis-

covered that fill the gap between modern birds and their extinct

dinosaurian relatives. John Ostrom’s discovery of Deinonychus
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is the most famous, but there is a great deal of other evidence

that points in the same direction. Details of the head, neck, arms,

hands, pelvis, hind limb and tail all point to a dinosaurian ances-

try for birds. Some recent discoveries from China preserve soft

tissues including proto-feathers. Additional evidence comes from

embryology and the development of modern birds.

Based on this pattern of relationships, it now appears that

feathers originated before the ability to fly, and that feathers

were only secondarily adapted for flight. In a similar fashion, the

feathers of birds develop first for insulation, and only later in

development do flight feathers and the ability to fly emerge. The

first dinosaurs to have feathers were fast-running predators who

probably used their arms to grab prey items. The bones of the

wrist constrain the movements of their hands to the same pattern

of movement that we see in the flight stroke of birds. Flight

feathers and the ability of powered flight were superimposed

upon an anatomical pattern involving predatorial grasping and

short proto-feathers.

The Radiation of Living Dinosaurs—the Birds

The macroevolutionary pattern underlying the origin of birds

is based on observations from the entire skeleton and integument

in living birds and fossils that extend across 230 million years of

the fossil record. While the non-avian dinosaurs all became

extinct at the end of the Mesozoic, birds speciated in one of the

greatest adaptive radiations of all time. Many birds flew out to

the islands of Pacifica, and thousands of new species emerged in

these isolated places. Another fountain of avian species was the

circum-Pacific mountains of North and South America.
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When the entire macroevolutionary pattern of dinosaurian

history is considered, living birds must be considered along with

their extinct relatives. From this perspective, it appears that com-

paratively few dinosaurian species were affected by the great

extinction event at the end of the Mesozoic. Far more profound

have been the effects of human occupation of the islands of the

world. Perhaps as many as 8,000 species of birds became extinct

as humans inhabited these islands. A next wave of extinction is

moving onto the continents as the human population soars to

unprecedented levels.

Today, scientists studying macroevolution are attempting to

measure the complete pattern of speciation for an entire evolving

lineage. The pattern that we see today indicates that birds are

deeply internested within the hierarchy of dinosaurian relation-

ships, and that humans may be the most severe source of

extinction of dinosaurian species.

Timothy Rowe is J. Nalle Gregory Regents Professor of Geology and
director of the Vertebrate Paleontology Laboratory, The University of
Texas at Austin. This article was presented at the symposium, “Building
the Web of Life: Evolution in Action” by the Society for the Study of
Evolution: NABT Ft. Worth, Oct., 1999. Reprinted with permission.
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What Is Systematics and Why Is It Important? 
by John Freudenstein

What is Systematics?

Systematics is the study of the historical relationships of

groups of biological organisms—the recognition and under-

standing of biodiversity. Systematics differs from ecology in that

the latter is concerned with the interactions of taxa and individuals

in a particular time, while the former is concerned only with the

relationships of hierarchic lineages through time. Systematics

includes the processes of identifying the basic systematic unit

(the species), discovering the patterns of relationships of species

at successively higher levels, building classifications based on

these patterns and naming appropriate taxa (taxonomy), and the

application of this pattern knowledge to studying changes in

organismal features through time. It also includes the building

and maintenance of biodiversity collections, upon which all the

products of systematic studies are based. There are museum

collections of preserved specimens of all kinds; such a museum

collection of plant specimens is called a herbarium. Systematics

has undergone a revolution in its basic paradigm over the last 40
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years. This revolution is just the latest step in a progression that

has paralleled advances in other academic disciplines through

the history of man. Some concept of relationship, the idea, for

example, that a bluebird is more like an ostrich than it is like an

antelope, has existed since the early sentience of man. During the

1700s, very basic, utility-driven systems of classification (such as

those used by the herbalists through the Middle Ages, and

notably, by Linnaeus) began to be replaced by “natural” systems

that were based on a comparison of large numbers of features,

or characters, of the organisms under study. During the next cen-

tury, the concept of evolution gave causal explanation for the

patterns that were being observed—for how a group of jaw-

bones in reptiles could be transformed into the ear bones of

mammals, as an example. A new classification criterion was then

possible—that taxa be grouped according to evolutionary rela-

tionship. An intrinsic part of this idea is that groups of organisms

change over time. Yet it took until the middle of the 20th century

for biologists to realize that it is the later form of a character in

time, the “advanced state,” that gives us the best clue to phylo-

genetic relationships and that can be used to group organisms

together because it signifies that they share a common history.

This realization is the key component to the methodology

known as cladistics, which is our current systematic paradigm.

The method uses these advanced characters, or synapomorphies,

to produce explicit, testable patterns of phylogenetic relationship

among organisms. In recent years, researchers have continued to

refine the methodology, seeking the best ways by which to analyze

character data to produce these patterns, as well as devising

methods for evaluating the strength of these hypotheses, devel-

oping new sources of character information, and realizing the

power of the resulting patterns when applied to any questions
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that deal with the evolution of organisms or their characters.

The study of evolution is often considered to be closely related

to systematics. In fact, the two are essentially cause and effect.

Although systematics can be done without regard to any process,

since in its starkest form it is only a study of patterns without

regard to how they came about, most researchers see evolution

as the causal agent for these patterns. Hence, studies of evolution

examine the processes, at the individual and population level,

that lead to the patterns that we study in systematics.

What are the roles and products of systematics in
modern biology?

As the sub-discipline of biology that investigates relation-

ships of taxa, systematics is the foundation for comparative

biology. Comparative biology is that type of study that attempts

to relate features of one organism, or type of organism, to features

in another type of organism. This always is a question of

homology, or sameness due to common evolutionary origin. In

systematic studies we hypothesize homology of features among

taxa and then gather data to test these hypotheses. This is

important because appearance alone is often not a good indica-

tor that features in different taxa are homologous—many times

similar structures will evolve independently in different lineages.

If they are homologous, we expect that they will share many

things because of their common ancestry, while if they are not, it

is impossible to predict just how similar they will be. Hence, any

study that asks why or how about a feature in more than one

taxon, and draws comparative conclusions about them, rests on

a systematic foundation. 

We can identify specific roles for systematic studies and the

patterns they produce, as follows:
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1.) Systematists identify and document Earth’s biodiversity,
and organize this information in a form that can be utilized
by others.

A long-standing role for systematists is that of going into the

field and collecting samples of organisms, then comparing them

with known specimens in order to determine whether something

significantly different has been found; a new species. Such work

depends upon the expertise of specialists who are intimately

familiar with the natural variation in a particular group. This

expertise can only be gained by first-hand experience with the

organisms, both in the field and in biodiversity collections. Once

species have been defined, names are given to them according to

rules of nomenclature for the group. Higher level taxa (genera,

families, etc.), which are successively larger assemblages of

species, can then be named based on the phylogenetic relation-

ships of the species. The resulting classifications provide a basis

for communication about taxa for the scientific community and

for the world at large. Because biodiversity collections are

intended to be permanent, and are assembled over time, they

provide a way of documenting change in the world’s flora and

fauna, and can therefore provide supporting evidence for putative

causal processes such as the “greenhouse effect.” 

2.) Systematics is the study of the history of life on Earth. 

Once we know what organisms exist, we can then ask ques-

tions about how they came to be as they are today. Phylogenetic

analysis allows us to combine data from extant organisms with

data from fossils to provide hypotheses of relationship—to

actually reconstruct the history of life. It allows us to determine

which taxa are most closely related to the dinosaurs, which

characters may have been key to the success of the flowering
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plants, and how many times HIV may have shifted hosts (e.g.,

between simians and man). This is because our phylogenetic

hypotheses are both hypotheses of relationships of taxa and of

character transformation. These patterns are framed as

hypotheses because they are always subject to testing by addi-

tional characters. 

3.) Phylogenetic patterns that result from systematic studies,
and classifications derived from them, have predictive value. 

Common ancestry means that organisms will have a greater

or lesser amount of expected similarity depending upon how

closely related they are. This principle can be put to immediate

use when one seeks other taxa that may possess a feature of

interest found in a specific taxon. For example, the anti-cancer

compound taxol was isolated from a particular species of

conifer, the Pacific Yew (Taxus brevifolia). Where else would we

look to find other sources of this compound? The logical place

to look would be in taxa that are most closely related to T. bre-

vifolia. Armed with information about relationships in the

genus, researchers found taxol in a closely related species, the

European Yew (T. baccata). This alternate source is less costly

and will alleviate pressure on the rarer T. brevifolia. There is no

guarantee in cases such as this that we will find what we are

looking for, since the substance may have arisen only within one

species, but rather than searching blindly, we increase our

chances of success by looking in related species. Having the sys-

tematic guide for where to look is especially important in large

groups (a genus of say, 500 species) to maximize use of time and

resources. The list of biodiversity attributes of interest to man

such information can be applied to is endless, including all types

of substances and qualities derived from living sources.



4.) Systematics provides a basis for biodiversity conserva-
tion priorities. 

With increasing pressures from a growing world population

and resulting pressure on biotic resources, we now and in the

future have to make difficult decisions about what parts of the

Earth will be maintained in a “natural” state in order to conserve

the biodiversity present there. How do we decide, given limited

resources, which to protect? If we decide that we want to maxi-

mize biodiversity, then the phylogenetic patterns produced by

systematists give us a way to prioritize areas based upon the

diversity they contain. In order to maximize diversity, it makes

sense to try to preserve groups from throughout the tree of life,

rather than large numbers from one branch. In this way we will

tend to preserve a wider array of features that have potential use

for humans, though their uses may presently be unknown, but it

does mean that we have to know something about the relation-

ships of the organisms involved.

5.) Systematics provides independent evidence for patterns
of geological change. 

The continents have not always held the positions on the

Earth that they do today, nor have they been the same size and

shape. Geologists use data from the Earth itself to reconstruct

past arrangements of land masses. However, there is an inde-

pendent source of data for such reconstructions which lies in the

current distribution of taxa when viewed in the light of their

relationships. When continents fragment, the taxa that live on

them record this change, since the separated taxa will then have

their own history, but share the common ancestor that was once

continuously distributed. By constructing organismal phylogenies
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and mapping on current distributions of taxa, and doing this for

many groups, general patterns emerge that may best be

explained by historical geological events. 

6.) Systematists and systematic collections provide identifi-
cation services and documentation of identity. 

Another crucial role for systematists is that of identification

specialists. They are in a unique position to provide this service,

with experience and the necessary tools. The importance of correct

identification cannot be overstated—when a life, for instance,

hangs in the balance depending on whether the plant or mush-

room that has been ingested is poisonous or not, this service is

critical. Other types of biological research are essentially value-

less if their subjects are misidentified, since closely related taxa

can have very different properties and generalizations must be

made carefully. Hence, documentation is important so that

subsequent investigators can confirm identifications. The only

lasting way to document identity is to deposit a voucher speci-

men in an appropriate collection. Studies that do not utilize this

service will have less value in the long term because of the impos-

sibility of verifying identification. 

John Freudenstein is assistant professor in the Department of
Evolution, Ecology and Organismal Biology, and director of the
Herbarium at Ohio State University. This article appears on his web-
site, www.biosci.ohio-state.edu/~jfreuden/freuden.htm. Reprinted with
permission.
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Appendix

Frequently Asked Questions About Evolution
and the Nature of Science
National Academy of Sciences

Teachers often face difficult questions about evolution, many

from parents and others who object to evolution being taught.

Science has good answers to these questions, answers that

draw on the evidence supporting evolution and on the nature of

science. Below are short answers to some of the most commonly

asked questions.

Definitions

What is evolution?

Evolution in the broadest sense explains that what we see

today is different from what existed in the past. Galaxies, stars,

the solar system and earth have changed through time, and so

has life on earth.

Biological evolution concerns changes in living things dur-

ing the history of life on earth. It explains that living things

share common ancestors. Over time, evolutionary change gives

rise to new species. Darwin called this process “descent with

modification,” and it remains a good definition of biological

evolution today.

What is “creation science”?

The ideas of “creation science” derive from the conviction

that God created the universe—including humans and other living

things—all at once in the relatively recent past. However, scientists
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from many fields have examined these ideas and have found

them to be scientifically insupportable. For example, evidence

for a very young earth is incompatible with many different

methods of establishing the age of rocks. Furthermore, because

the basic proposals of creation science are not subject to test and

verification, these ideas do not meet the criteria for science.

Indeed, U.S. courts have ruled that ideas of creation science are

religious views and cannot be taught when evolution is taught.

The Supporting Evidence 

How can evolution be scientific when no one was there to see

it happen?

This question reflects a narrow view of how science works.

Things in science can be studied even if they cannot be directly

observed or experimented on. Archaeologists study past cultures

by examining the artifacts those cultures left behind. Geologists

can describe past changes in sea level by studying the marks

ocean waves left on rocks. Paleontologists study the fossilized

remains of organisms that lived long ago.

Something that happened in the past is thus not “off limits”

for scientific study. Hypotheses can be made about such phe-

nomena, and these hypotheses can be tested and can lead to solid

conclusions. Furthermore, many key aspects of evolution occur

in relatively short periods that can be observed directly—such as

the evolution in bacteria of resistance to antibiotics.

Isn’t evolution just an inference?

No one saw the evolution of one-toed horses from three-toed

horses, but that does not mean that we cannot be confident that

horses evolved. Science is practiced in many ways besides direct

observation and experimentation. Much scientific discovery is
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done through indirect experimentation and observation in which

inferences are made, and hypotheses generated from those

inferences are tested.

For instance, particle physicists cannot directly observe sub-

atomic particles because the particles are too small. They must

make inferences about the weight, speed, and other properties of

the particles based on other observations. A logical hypothesis

might be something like this: If the weight of this particle is Y,

when I bombard it, X will happen. If X does not happen, then

the hypothesis is disproved. Thus, we can learn about the natural

world even if we cannot directly observe a phenomenon—and

that is true about the past, too.

In historical sciences like astronomy, geology, evolutionary

biology and archaeology, logical inferences are made and then

tested against data. Sometimes the test cannot be made until new

data are available, but a great deal has been done to help us

understand the past. For example, scorpionflies (Mecoptera) and

true flies (Diptera) have enough similarities that entomologists

consider them to be closely related. Scorpionflies have four

wings of about the same size, and true flies have a large front

pair of wings but the back pair is replaced by small club-shaped

structures. If Diptera evolved from Mecoptera, as comparative

anatomy suggests, scientists predicted that a fossil fly with four

wings might be found—and in 1976 this is exactly what was dis-

covered. Furthermore, geneticists have found that the number of

wings in flies can be changed through mutations in a single gene.

Evolution is a well-supported theory drawn from a variety of

sources of data, including observations about the fossil record,

genetic information, the distribution of plants and animals, and

the similarities across species of anatomy and development.
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Scientists have inferred that descent with modification offers the

best scientific explanation for these observations.

Is evolution a fact or a theory?

The theory of evolution explains how life on earth has

changed. In scientific terms, “theory” does not mean “guess” or

“hunch” as it does in everyday usage. Scientific theories are

explanations of natural phenomena built up logically from

testable observations and hypotheses. Biological evolution is the

best scientific explanation we have for the enormous range of

observations about the living world. 

Scientists most often use the word “fact” to describe an

observation. But scientists can also use fact to mean something

that has been tested or observed so many times that there is no

longer a compelling reason to keep testing or looking for examples.

The occurrence of evolution in this sense is a fact. Scientists no

longer question whether descent with modification occurred

because the evidence supporting the idea is so strong.

Why isn’t evolution called a law?

Laws are generalizations that describe phenomena, whereas

theories explain phenomena. For example, the laws of thermody-

namics describe what will happen under certain circumstances;

thermodynamics theories explain why these events occur.

Laws, like facts and theories, can change with better data.

But theories do not develop into laws with the accumulation of

evidence. Rather, theories are the goal of science.

Don’t many famous scientists reject evolution?

No. The scientific consensus around evolution is overwhelm-

ing. Those opposed to the teaching of evolution sometimes use
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quotations from prominent scientists out of context to claim that

scientists do not support evolution. However, examination of the

quotations reveals that the scientists are actually disputing some

aspect of how evolution occurs, not whether evolution occurred.

For example, the biologist Stephen Jay Gould once wrote that

“the extreme rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record persists

as the trade secret of paleontology.” But Gould, an accomplished

paleontologist and eloquent educator about evolution, was arguing

about how evolution takes place. He was discussing whether the

rate of change of species is constant and gradual or whether it

takes place in bursts after long periods when little change

occurs—an idea known as punctuated equilibrium. As Gould

writes in response, “This quotation, although accurate as a

partial citation, is dishonest in leaving out the following

explanatory material showing my true purpose—to discuss rates

of evolutionary change, not to deny the fact of evolution itself.”

Gould defines punctuated equilibrium as follows:

Punctuated equilibrium is neither a creationist idea nor even
a non-Darwinian evolutionary theory about sudden change
that produces a new species all at once in a single generation.
Punctuated equilibrium accepts the conventional idea that
new species form over hundreds or thousands of generations
and through an extensive series of intermediate stages. But
geological time is so long that even a few thousand years
may appear as a mere “moment” relative to the several
million years of existence for most species. Thus, rates of
evolution vary enormously and new species may appear to
arise “suddenly” in geological time, even though the time
involved would seem long, and the change very slow, when
compared to a human lifetime. 

Isn’t the fossil record full of gaps?

Though significant gaps existed in the fossil record in the 19th

century, many have been filled in. In addition, the consistent
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pattern of ancient to modern species found in the fossil record is

strong evidence for evolution. The plants and animals living

today are not like the plants and animals of the remote past. For

example, dinosaurs were extinct long before humans walked the

earth. We know this because no human remains have ever been

found in rocks dated to the dinosaur era.

Some changes in populations might occur too rapidly to

leave many transitional fossils. Also, many organisms were very

unlikely to leave fossils, either because of their habitats or

because they had no body parts that could easily be fossilized.

However, in many cases, such as between primitive fish and

amphibians, amphibians and reptiles, reptiles and mammals, and

reptiles and birds, there are excellent transitional fossils.

Can evolution account for new species?

One argument sometimes made by supporters of “creation

science” is that natural selection can produce minor changes

within species, such as changes in color or beak size, but cannot

generate new species from pre-existing species. However, evolu-

tionary biologists have documented many cases in which new

species have appeared in recent years. Among most plants and

animals, speciation is an extended process, and a single human

observer can witness only a part of this process. Yet these obser-

vations of evolution at work provide powerful confirmation that

evolution forms new species.

If humans evolved from apes, why are there still apes?

Humans did not evolve from modern apes, but humans and

modern apes shared a common ancestor, a species that no

longer exists. Because we shared a recent common ancestor with

chimpanzees and gorillas, we have many anatomical, genetic,

 



biochemical, and even behavioral similarities with the African

great apes. We are less similar to the Asian apes—orangutans and

gibbons—and even less similar to monkeys, because we shared

common ancestors with these groups in the more distant past.

Evolution is a branching or splitting process in which popu-

lations split off from one another and gradually become different.

As the two groups become isolated from each other, they stop

sharing genes, and eventually genetic differences increase until

members of the groups can no longer interbreed. At this point,

they have become separate species. Through time, these two

species might give rise to new species, and so on through millennia.

Doesn’t the sudden appearance of all the “modern groups” of

animals during the Cambrian explosion prove creationism?

During the Cambrian explosion, primitive representatives of

the major phyla of invertebrate animals appeared—hard-shelled

organisms like mollusks and arthropods. More modern repre-

sentatives of these invertebrates appeared gradually through the

Cambrian and the Ordovician periods. “Modern groups” like

terrestrial vertebrates and flowering plants were not present. It is

not true that “all the modern groups of animals” appeared during

this period.

Also, Cambrian fossils did not appear spontaneously. They

had ancestors in the Precambrian period, but because these

Precambrian forms were soft-bodied, they left fewer fossils. A

characteristic of the Cambrian fossils is the evolution of hard

body parts, which greatly improved the chance of fossilization.

And even without fossils, we can infer relationships among

organisms from biochemical information.
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Religious Issues 

Can a person believe in God and still accept evolution?

Many do. Most religions of the world do not have any direct

conflict with the idea of evolution. Within the Judeo-Christian

religions, many people believe that God works through the

process of evolution. That is, God has created both a world that

is ever-changing and a mechanism through which creatures can

adapt to environmental change over time.

At the root of the apparent conflict between some religions

and evolution is a misunderstanding of the critical difference

between religious and scientific ways of knowing. Religions and

science answer different questions about the world. Whether

there is a purpose to the universe or a purpose for human exis-

tence are not questions for science. Religious and scientific ways

of knowing have played, and will continue to play, significant

roles in human history.

No one way of knowing can provide all of the answers to the

questions that humans ask. Consequently, many people, including

many scientists, hold strong religious beliefs and simultaneously

accept the occurrence of evolution.

Aren’t scientific beliefs based on faith as well?

Usually “faith” refers to beliefs that are accepted without

empirical evidence. Most religions have tenets of faith. Science

differs from religion because it is the nature of science to test and

retest explanations against the natural world. Thus, scientific

explanations are likely to be built on and modified with new

information and new ways of looking at old information. This is

quite different from most religious beliefs.
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Therefore, “belief” is not really an appropriate term to use

in science, because testing is such an important part of this way

of knowing. If there is a component of faith to science, it is the

assumption that the universe operates according to regularities—

for example, that the speed of light will not change tomorrow.

Even the assumption of that regularity is often tested—and thus far

has held up well. This “faith” is very different from religious faith.

Science is a way of knowing about the natural world. It is

limited to explaining the natural world through natural causes.

Science can say nothing about the supernatural. Whether God

exists or not is a question about which science is neutral.

Legal Issues 

Why can’t we teach creation science in my school?

The courts have ruled that “creation science” is actually a

religious view. Because public schools must be religiously neutral

under the U.S. Constitution, the courts have held that it is uncon-

stitutional to present creation science as legitimate scholarship.

In particular, in a trial in which supporters of creation science

testified in support of their view, a district court declared that

creation science does not meet the tenets of science as scientists

use the term (McLean v. Arkansas Board of Education). The

Supreme Court has held that it is illegal to require that creation

science be taught when evolution is taught (Edwards v.

Aguillard). In addition, district courts have decided that individual

teachers cannot advocate creation science on their own (Peloza

v. San Juan Capistrano School District and Webster v. New

Lennox School District).

Teachers’ organizations such as the National Science

Teachers Association, the National Association of Biology
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Teachers, the National Science Education Leadership

Association and many others also have rejected the science and

pedagogy of creation science and have strongly discouraged its

presentation in the public schools.* In addition, a coalition of

religious and other organizations has noted in “A Joint

Statement of Current Law” that “in science class, [schools] may

present only genuinely scientific critiques of, or evidence for, any

explanation of life on earth, but not religious critiques (beliefs

unverifiable by scientific methodology).”

Some argue that “fairness” demands the teaching of creation-

ism along with evolution. But a science curriculum should cover

science, not the religious views of particular groups or individuals.

Educational Issues 

If evolution is taught in schools, shouldn’t creationism be given

equal time?

Some religious groups deny that microorganisms cause disease,

but the science curriculum should not therefore be altered to

reflect this belief. Most people agree that students should be

exposed to the best possible scholarship in each field. That schol-

arship is evaluated by professionals and educators in those fields.

In science, scientists as well as educators have concluded that

evolution—and only evolution—should be taught in science

classes because it is the only scientific explanation for why the

universe is the way it is today.

Many people say that they want their children to be exposed

to creationism in school, but there are thousands of different

ideas about creation among the world’s people. Comparative

religions might comprise a worthwhile field of study but not one

appropriate for a science class. Furthermore, the U.S. Constitution
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states that schools must be religiously neutral, so legally a

teacher could not present any particular creationist view as being

more “true” than others.

Why should teachers teach evolution when they already have so

many things to teach and can cover biology without mentioning

evolution?

Teachers face difficult choices in deciding what to teach in

their limited time, but some ideas are of central importance in

each discipline. In biology, evolution is such an idea. Biology is

sometimes taught as a list of facts, but if evolution is introduced

early in a class and in an uncomplicated manner, it can tie many

disparate facts together. Most important, it offers a way to

understand the astonishing complexity, diversity and activity of

the modern world. Why are there so many different types of

organisms? What is the response of a species or community to a

changing environment? Why is it so difficult to develop antibiotics

and insecticides that are useful for more than a decade or two?

All of these questions are easily discussed in terms of evolution

but are difficult to answer otherwise.

A lack of instruction about evolution also can hamper stu-

dents when they need that information to take other classes,

apply for college or medical school, or make decisions that

require a knowledge of evolution.

Should students be given lower grades for not believing in

evolution?

No. Children’s personal views should have no effect on their

grades. Students are not under a compulsion to accept evolution.

A grade reflects a teacher’s assessment of a student’s understanding.
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If a child does not understand the basic ideas of evolution, a grade

could and should reflect that lack of understanding, because it is

quite possible to comprehend things that are not believed.

Can evolution be taught in an inquiry-based fashion?

Any science topic can be taught in an inquiry-oriented manner,

and evolution is particularly amenable to this approach. At the

core of inquiry-oriented instruction is the provision for students to

collect data (or be given data when collection is not possible) and

to analyze the data to derive patterns, conclusions and hypotheses,

rather than just learning facts. Students can use many data sets

from evolution (such as diagrams of anatomical differences in

organisms) to derive patterns or draw connections between mor-

phological forms and environmental conditions. They then can

use their data sets to test their hypotheses.

Students also can collect data in real time. For example, they

can complete extended projects involving crossbreeding of fruit

flies or plants to illustrate the genetic patterns of inheritance and

the influence of the environment on survival. In this way, stu-

dents can develop an understanding of evolution, scientific

inquiry, and the nature of science.

Copyright 1998 National Academy Press 

*Statements from some of these organizations appear in the Spring,
2001 issue of the California Journal of Science Education, California
Science Teachers Association. Eds.
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California Science Content Standards

Teaching evolution in California’s public schools is not only

good science, it’s required course content within the Science

Content Standards for California Public Schools. Standards for

concepts related to evolution are found at every grade level. In

addition, the Science Framework for California Public Schools

(1990) contains language and content matrices which support

the teaching of evolution in California public schools.

Selected Content Standards on Evolution and Related
Concepts

Kindergarten

Standard 2 (Life Sciences)

Different types of plants and animals inhabit the earth. As a

basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know how to observe and describe similarities
and differences in the appearance and behavior of plants and
animals (e.g., seed-bearing plants, birds, fish, insects).

b. Students know stories sometimes give plants and animals
attributes they do not really have.

c. Students know how to identify major structures of com-
mon plants and animals (e.g., stems, leaves, roots, arms,
wings, legs).

Grade 1

Standard 2 (Life Sciences)

Plants and animals meet their needs in different ways. As a

basis for understanding this concept:
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a. Students know different plants and animals inhabit different
kinds of environments and have external features that help
them thrive in different kinds of places.

b. Students know both plants and animals need water, animals
need food, and plants need light.

c. Students know animals eat plants or other animals for
food and may also use plants or even other animals for shelter
and nesting.

d. Students know how to infer what animals eat from the
shapes of their teeth (e.g., sharp teeth: eats meat; flat teeth:
eats plants).

e. Students know roots are associated with the intake of
water and soil nutrients and green leaves are associated with
making food from sunlight.

Grade 2

Standard 2 (Life Sciences)

Plants and animals have predictable life cycles. As a basis for

understanding this concept:

a. Students know that organisms reproduce offspring of their
own kind and that the offspring resemble their parents and
one another.

b. Students know the sequential stages of life cycles are differ-
ent for different animals, such as butterflies, frogs, and mice.

c. Students know many characteristics of an organism are
inherited from the parents. Some characteristics are caused
or influenced by the environment.

d. Students know there is variation among individuals of one
kind within a population.
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e. Students know light, gravity, touch, or environmental
stress can affect the germination, growth, and development
of plants.

f. Students know flowers and fruits are associated with
reproduction in plants.

Standard 3 (Earth Sciences)

Earth is made of materials that have distinct properties and

provide resources for human activities. As a basis for under-

standing this concept:

a. Students know how to compare the physical properties of
different kinds of rocks and know that rock is composed of
different combinations of minerals.

b. Students know smaller rocks come from the breakage and
weathering of larger rocks.

c. Students know that soil is made partly from weathered
rock and partly from organic materials and that soils differ
in their color, texture, capacity to retain water, and ability to
support the growth of many kinds of plants. 

d. Students know that fossils provide evidence about the
plants and animals that lived long ago and that scientists
learn about the past history of Earth by studying fossils.

e. Students know rock, water, plants, and soil provide many
resources, including food, fuel, and building materials, that
humans use.

Grade 3

Standard 3 (Life Sciences)

Adaptations in physical structure or behavior may improve

an organism’s chance for survival. As a basis for understanding

this concept:
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a. Students know plants and animals have structures that
serve different functions in growth, survival, and reproduc-
tion.

b. Students know examples of diverse life forms in different
environments, such as oceans, deserts, tundra, forests, grass-
lands, and wetlands.

c. Students know living things cause changes in the envi-
ronment in which they live: some of these changes are
detrimental to the organism or other organisms, and some
are beneficial.

d. Students know when the environment changes, some
plants and animals survive and reproduce; others die or
move to new locations.

e. Students know that some kinds of organisms that once
lived on Earth have completely disappeared and that some of
those resembled others that are alive today.

Grade 4

Standard 2 (Life Sciences)

All organisms need energy and matter to live and grow. As a

basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know plants are the primary source of matter and
energy entering most food chains.

b Students know producers and consumers (herbivores, car-
nivores, omnivores, and decomposers) are related in food
chains and food webs and may compete with each other for
resources in an ecosystem.

c. Students know decomposers, including many fungi,
insects, and microorganisms, recycle matter from dead plants
and animals.



Standard 3 (Life Sciences) 

Living organisms depend on one another and on their envi-

ronment for survival. As a basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know ecosystems can be characterized by their
living and nonliving components.

b. Students know that in any particular environment, some
kinds of plants and animals survive well, some survive less
well, and some cannot survive at all.

c. Students know many plants depend on animals for polli-
nation and seed dispersal, and animals depend on plants for
food and shelter.

d. Students know that most microorganisms do not cause
disease and that many are beneficial.

Standard 4 (Earth Sciences)

The properties of rocks and minerals reflect the processes

that formed them. As a basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know how to differentiate among igneous, sedi-
mentary, and metamorphic rocks by referring to their prop-
erties and methods of formation (the rock cycle).

b. Students know how to identify common rock-forming min-
erals (including quartz, calcite, feldspar, mica, and hornblende)
and ore minerals by using a table of diagnostic properties.

Standard 5 (Earth Sciences)

Waves, wind, water, and ice shape and reshape Earth’s land

surface. As a basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know some changes in the earth are due to slow
processes, such as erosion, and some changes are due to
rapid processes, such as landslides, volcanic eruptions, and
earthquakes.
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b. Students know natural processes, including freezing and
thawing and the growth of roots, cause rocks to break down
into smaller pieces.

c. Students know moving water erodes landforms, reshaping
the land by taking it away from some places and depositing
it as pebbles, sand, silt, and mud in other places (weathering,
transport, and deposition).

Grade 6

Standard 1 (Focus on Earth Science — Plate Tectonics and Earth’s

Structure)

Plate tectonics accounts for important features of Earth’s

surface and major geologic events. As a basis for understanding

this concept:

a. Students know evidence of plate tectonics is derived from
the fit of the continents; the location of earthquakes, volca-
noes, and midocean ridges; and the distribution of fossils,
rock types, and ancient climatic zones. 

b. Students know Earth is composed of several layers: a cold,
brittle lithosphere; a hot, convecting mantle; and a dense,
metallic core.

c. Students know lithospheric plates the size of continents
and oceans move at rates of centimeters per year in response
to movements in the mantle.

d. Students know that earthquakes are sudden motions along
breaks in the crust called faults and that volcanoes and fissures
are locations where magma reaches the surface.

e. Students know major geologic events, such as earth-
quakes, volcanic eruptions, and mountain building, result
from plate motions.
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f. Students know how to explain major features of
California geology (including mountains, faults, volcanoes)
in terms of plate tectonics.

g. Students know how to determine the epicenter of an earth-
quake and know that the effects of an earthquake on any
region vary, depending on the size of the earthquake, the
distance of the region from the epicenter, the local geology,
and the type of construction in the region.

Grade 7

Standard 3 (Evolution)

Biological evolution accounts for the diversity of species

developed through gradual processes over many generations. As

a basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know both genetic variation and environmental
factors are causes of evolution and diversity of organisms.

b. Students know the reasoning used by Charles Darwin in
reaching his conclusion that natural selection is the mecha-
nism of evolution.

c. Students know how independent lines of evidence from
geology, fossils, and comparative anatomy provide the bases
for the theory of evolution.

d. Students know how to construct a simple branching dia-
gram to classify living groups of organisms by shared derived
characteristics and how to expand the diagram to include
fossil organisms.

e. Students know that extinction of a species occurs when the
environment changes
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Standard 4 (Earth and Life History (Earth Science))

Evidence from rocks allows us to understand the evolution of

life on Earth. As a basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know Earth processes today are similar to those
that occurred in the past and slow geologic processes have
large cumulative effects over long periods of time.

b. Students know the history of life on Earth has been dis-
rupted by major catastrophic events, such as major volcanic
eruptions or the impacts of asteroids.

c. Students know that the rock cycle includes the formation
of new sediment and rocks and that rocks are often found in
layers, with the oldest generally on the bottom.

d. Students know that evidence from geologic layers and
radioactive dating indicates Earth is approximately 4.6 billion
years old and that life on this planet has existed for more
than 3 billion years.

e. Students know fossils provide evidence of how life and
environmental conditions have changed.

f Students know how movements of Earth’s continental and
oceanic plates through time, with associated changes in climate
and geographic connections, have affected the past and
present distribution of organisms.

g. Students know how to explain significant developments and
extinctions of plant and animal life on the geologic time scale.
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Grades 9-12 

Standard 7 (Biology/Life Sciences—Evolution)

The frequency of an allele in a gene pool of a population

depends on many factors and may be stable or unstable over

time. As a basis for understanding this concept:

a. Students know why natural selection acts on the pheno-
type rather than the genotype of an organism.

b. Students know why alleles that are lethal in a homozygous
individual may be carried in a heterozygote and thus main-
tained in a gene pool.

c. Students know new mutations are constantly being gener-
ated in a gene pool.

d. Students know variation within a species increases the
likelihood that at least some members of a species will survive
under changed environmental conditions.

e. Students know the conditions for Hardy-Weinberg equi-
librium in a population and why these conditions are not
likely to appear in nature.

f. Students know how to solve the Hardy-Weinberg equation
to predict the frequency of genotypes in a population, given
the frequency of phenotypes.

Standard 8 (Biology/Life Sciences— Evolution)

Evolution is the result of genetic changes that occur in con-

stantly changing environments. As a basis for understanding this

concept:

a. Students know how natural selection determines the dif-
ferential survival of groups of organisms.
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b. Students know a great diversity of species increases the
chance that at least some organisms survive major changes in
the environment.

c. Students know the effects of genetic drift on the diversity
of organisms in a population.

d. Students know reproductive or geographic isolation
affects speciation.

e. Students know how to analyze fossil evidence with regard to
biological diversity, episodic speciation, and mass extinction.

f. Students know how to use comparative embryology, DNA
or protein sequence comparisons, and other independent
sources of data to create a branching diagram (cladogram)
that shows probable evolutionary relationships.

g. Students know how several independent molecular clocks,
calibrated against each other and combined with evidence
from the fossil record, can help to estimate how long ago
various groups of organisms diverged evolutionarily from
one another.

Standard 1 (Earth Sciences — Earth’s Place in the Universe)

Astronomy and planetary exploration reveal the solar system’s

structure, scale, and change over time. As a basis for under-

standing this concept:

a. Students know how the differences and similarities among
the sun, the terrestrial planets, and the gas planets may have
been established during the formation of the solar system.

b. Students know the evidence from Earth and moon rocks
indicates that the solar system was formed from a nebular
cloud of dust and gas approximately 4.6 billion years ago.
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c. Students know the evidence from geological studies of
Earth and other planets suggest that the early Earth was very
different from Earth today.

d. Students know the evidence indicating that the planets are
much closer to Earth than the stars are.

e. Students know the Sun is a typical star and is powered
by nuclear reactions, primarily the fusion of hydrogen to
form helium.

f. Students know the evidence for the dramatic effects that
asteroid impacts have had in shaping the surface of planets
and their moons and in mass extinctions of life on Earth.

g. Students know the evidence for the existence of planets
orbiting other stars. 

Standards in Cell Biology, Genetics, Ecology and Physiology also contain
concepts to teach evolution at the 9–12 level.
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URLs on Evolution

The World Wide Web offers a wealth of resources on evolution, its

scientific base, its controversies and teaching ideas. Here are a few:

UC Museum of Paleontology, UC Berkeley,
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu

The Why Files, http://www.whyfiles.org—Includes a great
biography of Charles Darwin

The National Center for Science Education,
http://www.natcenscied.org

Terraquest: http://www.terraquest.com

The National Association of Biology Teachers (NABT),
http://www.nabt.org

The American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS): http://www.aaas.org

The National Academy of Sciences:
http://www4.nas.edu/opus/evolve.nsf

The National Science Teachers Association:
http://www.nsta.org/evresources.asp

The SETI Institute:
http://www.seti.org/education/Welcome.html

Talk Origins: http://www.talkorigins.org

BioScience: http://www.actionbioscience.org
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W R I T E  F O R  C S T A
Have you always dreamed of seeing your name in print? Do
you know you have expertise to share but don’t know how to
channel it for the best effect? Well, we have the answer. 

CSTA has multiple opportunities for you to share your
expertise and insights with your colleagues and receive the
recognition you so richly deserve. Consider contributing to
one or more of the following CSTA publications:

California Journal of Science Education (the Journal), CSTA’s
semi-annual scholarly journal focuses on one or more critical
issues in science education, to give readers a full spectrum of
thought-provoking and insightful information about the topic.
It’s the professional journal for science educators in California.

Editorial Guidelines: Articles should endeavor to address
a topic or an aspect of a topic in-depth and be factual and
research-based. Articles may imply the author’s opinion
on an issue as long as the content is backed up by cited
facts. Articles may be of any reasonable length; the editors
reserve the right to edit for space, content and style.

Submissions should include a title page with the
author’s name, address, phone number and e-mail
address, affiliations and a brief biographical sketch of 2
or 3 lines. Indicate whether or not the article has been
published or submitted elsewhere. Articles may be sent
electronically or on disk, in Rich Text Format (rtf), fol-
lowed by a hard copy sent via U.S. mail to the CSTA
office. Electronic submissions: send to csta@cascience.org;
write “For CSTA Journal” in the subject line. Mail sub-
missions: send to CSTA, 3550 Watt Ave., Ste. 120,
Sacramento, CA 95821.

Copy Deadlines: Articles for the Spring Journal should
be received in the CSTA office no later than November
30, 2001.



W R I T E  F O R  C S T A

California Classroom Science (CCS), published five times per
year, is CSTA’s source of news and information for and about
teachers of science. Includes science education news, infor-
mation about science instruction and activities, and science
resources for teachers and students. CCS welcomes contribu-
tions and stories from its readers.

Editorial Guidelines: Articles must be typed (double-
spaced) or submitted on disk or electronically. Editors
reserve the right to edit articles for length and content.
Electronic submissions: send to mail@wolfedes.com;
write “for CCS” in subject the line. Mail submissions:
send to Wolfe Design Marketing, 5530 Elvas Ave.,
Sacramento, CA 95819.

Copy Deadlines:
November, 2001 issue October 20, 2001
January, 2002 issue November 17, 2001
March, 2002 issue January 17, 2002
May, 2002 issue March 13, 2002

Instructional Units, developed by teachers to address each concept
in the K-12 science content standards, include activities for
bringing the concepts to life in the classroom. CSTA seeks
teachers to write the units and will pay $200 for each unit
that is accepted by the editorial board.

Editorial Guidelines: Units must fully address one con-
cept in the California Science Content Standards, include
hands-on experiments and activities, and illustrate the
pedagogy involved, insofar as possible. Sample units
may be obtained by writing to CSTA, 3550 Watt Ave.,
Ste. 120, Sacramento, CA 95821, or by e-mail at
csta@cascience.org; write “Instructional Units” in the
subject line.




